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SAX NOTICES
SAXALERT WINS ANOTHER AWARD!
The last issue of SaxAlert (no. 188) has won CompassSport
magazine’s prestigious 2021 Cover of the Year Award—
more info on page 5.
SUMMER EVENT ORGANISERS SOUGHT

Please contact Sean Cronin at publicity@saxons-oc.org if
you would like to organise a summer evening event. Format
can be flexible—e.g. forest, urban, park or even bike-O.
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EDITORIAL

W

These dubious characters and the
original club logo graced the cover of
‘The Saxons Newsletter’ from Jan
1972 until it became ‘saxnews’ in Dec
1985

elcome to a very special SaxAlert—
the club 50th anniversary issue.
Yes, half a century ago, on 1st
January 1972 Competeers changed
its name and Saxons Orienteering Club was
born. Much has happened in the five decades
since, and it’s a pleasure to be able to present to
you in this issue a selection of reminiscences and
memorabilia from those bygone days. My thanks
to all who have contributed to this walk down
memory lane. If I have inadvertently missed
anybody out of the credits, please let me know.

We go into our second half century a strong club
in a strong sport, that has survived a crazy period
recently which many would have thought could not
possibly happen in a civilised society. One of the
ironies of the last 2 years is that, despite the restrictions imposed on freedom of
movement and all sports including orienteering during the Covid lockdowns,
public interest in the outdoors, exercise and how they benefit mental health has
risen substantially.
As a result, Saxons gained a good number of new members during the
lockdowns, and I hope you have enjoyed your first few forays into the wonderful
(and, yes, slightly weird!) world of orienteering. We are well placed as a club
and a sport to ride this wave into the future, and to keep growing. It’s good to
look back at and celebrate the past—but it’s also healthy to look forward to the
future and discuss how we can build on the club’s achievements. Not all of us
will be around for the Saxons Century in 2072 but I hope that those who are will
be able to say that the second 50 years were at least as good as the first.

Graham Denney

Early Silva baseplate compass, probably made around 1930-35
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

I

Jean Fitzgerald
n my last chat I was wishing everyone a happy new
year and now we are nearing the end of our 2021-22
season. Doesn’t time fly!

We are now well in to our 50th Anniversary year and we have
signposted this achievement by incorporating Andrew
Derrick’s logo into the website home page banner and are
also using Simon Blanchflower’s design on all our event
details for the year. We intend to have a club event and social
later in the year; details will be circulated to everyone once
this is finalised. Please do come along and celebrate with other club members
to make this a memorable occasion. We will also be celebrating with our
National event at Hindleap in November.
The orienteering magazine CompassSport makes annual awards for content
and covers of club magazines. This year Graham Denney won the Best Cover
award for his image of the submarine, HMS Ocelot at the Chatham Historic
Dockyard taken at the SE Sprint Championships, which was the cover of the
last SaxAlert.
Another success was achieved in March, where at the CompassSport Cup and
Trophy SE heats at Balcombe, Saxons finished first overall in the Trophy
competition. The final of the competition will be in Scotland in October.
Since the last SaxAlert two of the major orienteering events of the season have
taken place; the British Championships in the SE and the JK Festival of
Orienteering in South Wales. For
any of you who haven’t considered
taking part in these events as they
sound ‘too competitive’ do think
again. We have some really keen
and competent orienteers in the
club who regularly appear on the
prize giving podium at major
events. But we also have a load of
other club members taking part
who are unlikely to ever end up on
one, but still enjoy the challenge of
technical orienteering areas. At the
Saxons socialise at the JK / Credit: David Kingdon
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British, Saxons were helping on the individual day so there was no time for
socialising, but at the JK Brendon organised a fish and chip picnic in a park in
Abertillery which was well attended. The next multi-day event on my calendar is
the Lake District 5 Days in early August. We will definitely have a social there!
Planning is under way for a joint Saxons/DFOK project funded by British
Orienteering called ‘Find Your Way’ which aims to increase participation in the
sport. This project is being led by Alison Howe and Simon Blanchflower for
Saxons and Andrew Evans for DFOK. We are developing MapRun courses
based around our existing POCs as part of this project. These will be
advertised to our members on our website and more widely on Facebook,
Instagram, Active Kent, and Community group websites. These FYW events
will be in addition to our Summer Series, which this year is also being organised
in collaboration with DFOK. Details will be on the website shortly.
As you will know Saxons organise a lot of events, with KOL, KNC and Sunday
events plus the summer events. Currently, organising and planning of events is
mostly done by a small subset of the club members, and we really need some
new blood to ensure we can keep this fixtures programme running successfully.
I’m sure many of you would be keen to help out, but perhaps don’t want to
volunteer as you’re not sure what is involved. Saxons are intending to run a
course (possibly by Zoom) to explain what is involved in planning an event, from
the computer to the forest. If you might be interested in this please let me know
and I’ll add you to the list.

Jean

NEWS
SaxAlert wins another
CompassSport Award!

A

s Jean mentioned above, SaxAlert
has won another CompassSport
Newsletter Award—this time Cover
of the Year 2021 for SaxAlert issue 188.
Described by CompassSport Editor Nick
Barrable as ‘the most striking cover’ [of the
year] it just qualified for the Award by virtue
of the (almost invisible) presence of a single
control,
somewhat
dwarfed
by
the
submarine. For me however, this photo was
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far less about orienteering paraphernalia than about where we run. As
orienteers, we get to run in some truly great places in urban as well as forest
areas, and Chatham Historic Dockyard is a case in point. I hoped that the
photo would emphasise this, and the CompassSport judges appear to agree. I
also hope that this will inspire you to seek out similarly striking photos at other
orienteering events, to likewise take their place on the cover of SaxAlert.

Graham Denney

A

FUTURE EVENTS
brief selection of forthcoming events run by Saxons and neighbouring
clubs through to mid-summer:

Sun 01 May

SO Regional event—Angmering Park
(west)

Arundel, W. Sussex (SO)

Sat 07 May

SOG S8/YBT Regional Heat—
Worthlodge Forest, Crawley

Crawley (SO)

Sat 07 May

DFOK Come & Try It event—Jubilee
Park

Petts Wood (DFOK)

Sat 14 May KOL 9—Brockhill Country Park

Hythe (SAX)

SO Sunny Sussex Weekend (1/3) - SE
Sat 21 May Middle Distance Champs—Abbots
Wood, Polegate

Polegate, Eastbourne (SO)

SO Sunny Sussex Weekend (2/3) Sat 21 May SEOUL event—urban sprint—
Sovereign Harbour, Langney

Langney, Eastbourne (SO)

SO Sunny Sussex Weekend (3/3) - SE
Sun 22 May League event—Friston Forest,
Jevington

Jevington, Eastbourne (SO)

Sun 29 May Ightham

Ightham, Borough Green (SAX)

Sat 11 Jun

DFOK Come & Try It event—Darenth
Country Park

Dartford (DFOK

Sat 18 Jun

KOL 10—Shorne Country Park

Gravesend (DFOK)

Tue 21 Jun

DFOK Park Race Series—Beckenham
Place Park

Beckenham (DFOK)
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You can find out what orienteering events are coming up locally and throughout
the country by app, Web or email:
•

Use Neil Bricknell’s Event-O app (Google Play or Apple App
Store)

•

Visit the Saxons website events page

•

Visit oevents.info and use their online events calendars

•

Use the British Orienteering Event Finder

•

Subscribe here to oevents.info’s weekly events list email

Icons courtesy of Online Web Fonts

Events Further Afield:
World Orienteering Day:
World Orienteering Day 2022 will take place
between 11th and 17th May. Any activity held
between these dates can be registered as a World
Orienteering Day event. Register an event/activity
or find out more here: https://worldorienteeringday.com
Fri 29 Apr –
Irish Championships
Mon 02 May

Killarney, Co. Kerry, Ireland
(International)

Sat 07 – Sun
08 May

Tio Mila, Sweden

Sweden (International)

Sat 21—Sun
22 May

SO Sunny Sussex Weekend,
Eastbourne area

Eastbourne (National)

Sun 22 May

MDOC Urban Weekend (UKUL)

Manchester (National)

Wed 25 –
Sun 29 May

World Cup Round 1, Sweden

Sweden (International)

Sat 28 – Sun
29 May

Scottish Championships (UKOL) /
Scottish Relay Championships

Deeside, Scotland (National)
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Fri 03 – Sun
05 June

Tamar Triple, Cornwall

Cornwall (National)

Sat 11 – Sun
12 June

British Sprint / Sprint Relay
Championships

Leeds (Major)

Sat 18 – Sun
19 June

Jukola

Finland (International)

Sat 18 June

Heart of England Urban Races –
Coventry

Coventry (National)

Sun 19 June

Birmingham Urban European City
Race Tour

Birmingham (National)

Sun 26 – Thu World Orienteering
30 June
Championships 2022

Denmark (International)

Sat 02 – Mon European Youth Orienteering
04 July
Championships 2022

Hungary (International)

Sun 03 July

Irchester Country Park,
Wellingborough (National)

Yvette Baker Trophy Final

Thu 07 – Sun
The World Games 2022
17 July

United States (International)

Sat 09 – Sat
16 July

Italy (International)

World Masters

Mon 11 – Sat Junior World Orienteering
16 July
Championships

Portugal (International)

Mon 25 – Sat
O-Ringen
30 July

Uppsala, Sweden (International)

Wed 03 –
Sun 07 Aug

European Orienteering
Championships & World Cup
Round 2

Estonia (International)

Sun 07 – Fri
12 Aug

Lakes 5 Days

Lake District (National)

Sat 13 Aug

Harvester Relays

Dumfries, Scotland (National)
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Sat 27 – Sun
28 Aug

EBOR White Rose Weekend

Yorkshire (National)

Sun 28 Aug

MV Urban event

Horsell, Woking (National)

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
Since our last issue, a number of new members have joined Saxons:

Senior: Barbara Castle; Mark Evans; Lisa Geer; Ron Huggett; Beth and
Robin Kendall; Nick Keys; Richard Leahy; Robert and Jo-Anne Newton.
Juniors: Harry Keys; George Ransley; and from Lordswood School: Archie
and Ashton Bright, Poppy Frost, Harry and Charlie Green, Amber Hobbs,
Cameron Jones, Jason Rooney, Percy Saunders, Caylan Uddin, Adam
Youseman, together with their teacher Fiona Burdett.

W

elcome to the club! We hope to see you at local events very
soon. Please make yourselves known to the organisers and the
'Can I help you?' volunteers at our events. Also our Junior Coordinators look forward to meeting new Juniors.

Harry Keys tells us a bit about how he became involved with orienteering:
“I chose to do orienteering because I have
always enjoyed map reading and wanted to do
more of it. And recently I had to take a break
from all exercise because of a fracture in my
spine. So I thought I would combine my passion
for map reading with the fitness of running.
Previously I hadn't done any running so it is a
good physical challenge for me. I really enjoyed
the 2 races I have already done, especially the
night race in Knole Park because I enjoyed
navigating the park in the dark and running
across the different terrains. And I hope to do lots
more races in the future and improve my fitness.”
And Robin
themselves:

and

Beth

Kendall

introduce

We both enjoy Orienteering as it takes our minds off the running part, which
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we both find challenging along with the navigation, (even more challenging). I
was introduced to it by a cycling friend who was in the TA. Sadly not with us
any more. We have both participated for a few years on and off locally and we
feel we have plenty to learn. This is the first winter we have entered quite a
few events.
I have a background racing motorbikes and moved on to Triathlon/Cycling/
Mountain Biking. Still cycle now regularly along with a couple of runs a week. I
have taken up sailing and enjoy skiing/kayaking/walking etc.
Beth has recently just sold her business. I joke with her that she has retired
from one job at least! She started running about a year ago with Park Run.
Beth enjoys walking and being outdoors with nature.
We look forward to many more events and hopefully one day will run the
perfect course!
Robin and Beth

SEOA BADGES

Y

Send off for your free colour course badge!

ou can get a fabric colour coded badge to
sew on your track suit or O-top, sponsored
by
the
South
East
Orienteering
Association, if you beat the par time three
times, on any qualifying colour-coded course. Three
qualifications at the same colour get you a badge—
there is no time limit on when you can get them.
Par time is set at 150% of the winner’s time, or within the top 50% of
competitors, whichever is greater, except for the White course, where you only
have to complete the course three times to qualify.
To obtain your badge, please email details of your qualifying results
(organising club, event, course and orienteer's name) to Neil Crickmore from
the SEOA website Contacts page (https://www.seoa.org.uk/contacts). There
is no charge for these badges, and Seniors and Juniors alike are eligible for
them!
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PERMANENT ORIENTEERING COURSES
Beryl Pring

S

axons have 8 Permanent Courses throughout Kent. Mote Park,
Brockhill and Milton Creek are all open parkland and very family
friendly. Betteshanger has some open land and some woodland and
also has cycle tracks for those really energetic people. Trosley (now
remapped) and Bedgebury (maps only available from their visitor centre) are
both woodland areas, Whinless Down has some
woodland with open land on the top of the downs,
lovely views for miles. University of Kent is on
the campus and maps can only be obtained at the
Sports Centre. All other maps are available from
the Go Orienteering website together with
information of parking etc.
If you have any problems regarding the courses, let
me know and I will try and rectify them.

COACH’S CORNER
Brendon Howe
Concentration & Simplification

W

hen chatting to people after an event I’m struck by
the number of times they complain of making
mistakes in the latter part of a race. I think we have
all suffered from ‘brain fade’, that fuzzy, not all there in the
head feeling at one point or another in our orienteering career.
I can’t count the times when I’ve looked at a map post-race and
asked “Why did you not spot that obvious attack point?” or
“Why did you go that way, when the other was so obvious?”
Maintaining concentration for the whole of a race can be very challenging. It is
made more difficult when energy levels reduce, and is known to be impaired by
oxygen debt - all things that we suffer towards the end of a race.
So, what can be done about it? To my mind, there are two key approaches:
improve our concentration, or change our orienteering so we don’t have to
concentrate as much.
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Option 1: Improving Concentration Skills
If this were an easy task we’d all be world-class orienteers already (and
probably wouldn’t enjoy O as it held very little challenge to us!).
There are some techniques that can help on race day. These would include:
•

Visualisation - preparing yourself mentally by visualising the start of the
race, thinking through what you will do, techniques you will apply to get
to the first controls.

•

Written Prompts - a list of things to remember, or to jog your memory. I
use a ticklish in my control description holder to cover off the important
things to help me get ‘in the zone’

•

Set Routines - A clear routine for warming up, arrival at the start, mental
prep time etc. The routine might start in the 30 minutes before your race,
or longer.

Training techniques to help with concentration tend to focus on attempting to
over-stress the brain whilst orienteering or running.
Getting orienteers to solve maths or word puzzles whilst doing hill sprints can
help to improve concentration whilst in oxygen debt. Similar exercises
undertaken whilst running around an orienteering training course are also
designed to stretch mental capacity so that race day seems less of a challenge.
Option 2 - Reducing the need to Concentrate
I think there is a great deal more scope for the ordinary club orienteer to
improve their orienteering by actually concentrating less. This is quite a
contentious statement, so allow me to explain my thinking…
As humans, I think we have a certain quantity of concentration in us. Yes, there
are techniques to allow us to increase the size of our concentration ‘bucket’,
but ultimately when the concentration bucket is empty we make mistakes. We
can empty our bucket quickly with high intensity concentration, or we can trickle
it out with a less intense approach.
Clearly, with orienteering there are times when we need to concentrate more
and times when we can get away with less. Mapping the amount of
concentration needed to the demands of each leg is a key orienteering skill one that’s much easier in hindsight. A simple bit of path running to your Attack
Point needs limited thinking, but locating a tricky Control in complex contours
will need all of our attention.
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If we can reduce more of our orienteering to
simple instructions, the less we need to
concentrate during those bits, and hopefully
the more we have available in our
concentration bucket for the tricky bits. This is
where Simplification comes in.
Simplification
When working with the South East Junior
Squad, we spend a lot of time on drills that
help the athletes improve their simplification
skills. For them, the main benefit of
simplification is to improve speed in terrain.
However, it really helps concentration levels
too.
Take the following example from the Northern Championships Middle Distance
race at Shaftoe Crags.
Using fine orienteering techniques, the leg between CP12 and CP13 might
sound something like:

•

contour around passing boulder and crag to stream,

•

from stream follow indistinct path to big crag,

•

follow up re-entrant to big boulder on right,

•

then turn and pass over cliff and head towards hill top,

•

from hill top head to control at marsh edge.

That’s a load of stuff to remember. Not only will you need to go slow to get all
of that in, but you’ve got to do a lot of thinking. Your concentration bucket is
emptying fast!
Alternately, you could simplify the leg from CP12 to CP13 thus: Take bearing,
run over two hilltops to control by marsh. (I’ve circled the two hilltops in
question in blue). I hope you’ll agree that the simplification option is effective
and ensures our concentration bucket doesn’t drain as fast.
Whilst this on only one short leg, the cumulative effect of such simplification
actions will pay dividends.
Simplification does require a little bit of forethought. It’s very easy to leave
CP12 without a clear plan (Control, Attack Point, Route) and, in the heat of the
SaxAlert No. 189 Spring 2022
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race, we just aim at the nearest linear feature going the right way - in this case
the indistinct path.
So, we either have to stop at the control and make our plan, or have planned in
during the previous leg. Clearly, if we were fine orienteering the previous leg
we’d have had no chance to plan this one. We would either have to stop, or
more likely, blunder on in fine O mode spilling our precious load from the
concentration bucket as we go. Here, simplification might have allowed us the
mental bandwidth to plan and simplify that next leg.
If you’re one for whom brain fog descends try this armchair exercise before you
take to your next race:
•

Find the O map from your last race

•

For each leg identify your Attack Point and Route

•

Think through your thought process for each leg - whether it was mentally
taxing or not?

•

Now write down three or four simple instructions that you could have
used to get to each CP

•

Compare this to your race - Could you have done better?

•

Now get a map of the upcoming race

•

If it’s on Routegadget look at a previous course (or make up your own
course if no Routegadget)

•

Look at each leg and identify AP and Route

•

Then write a list of simplified instructions for each leg

By regularly reviewing your race (and that of others) you will start to identify the
features that make for good simplification. Geeking the map and thinking though
the terrain you’ll be running in will help mental perparedness and pay dividends
on race day.
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SAXMEMORIES

W

Fifty Years of Saxons

elcome to the special commemorative section of this 50th
anniversary issue. Step back in time with us as we trawl through the
archives and memories of our wonderful club, to see how it has
grown and changed over the course of five decades—no blue police phone box
required! Many thanks to all who have contributed to this section.

Graham Denney, Editor

ONE OF THE BEST SPORTS IN THE WORLD:
Saxons and the History of Orienteering in the UK
Graham Denney

F

"…one of the best sports in the world."
Chris Brasher, writing in The Observer, 1957

ifty years is a venerable age for any sports club, particularly in the more
niche sports like orienteering (even if it is "one of the best sports in the
world"!) But you may have noticed that Saxons is not the only O-club
celebrating its golden jubilee around this time - 4 years ago Happy Herts had
their 50th, followed in 2020 by a whole clutch of clubs - NGOC, Swansea Bay
OC, Wimborne Orienteers, Leicestershire OC, Suffolk OC, East Yorkshire OC
(though now incorporated into Humberside & Lincolnshire Orienteers - HALO),
plus the Welsh Orienteering Association. Then last year in the southeast, both
TVOC and LOK joined the party. So what was going on with orienteering in the
UK in the late 60s/early 70s?
Having first started in Sweden in the late 1800s as an essentially military sport,
orienteering didn't really spread outside a handful of countries until after the
Second World War. It only reached the UK properly in the 1950s, promoted
heavily by British athletes John Disley and Chris Brasher (both distance runners
and Olympians), who had each tried the sport in Scandinavia - Disley in '53 and
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Brasher in '57 (leading to his article in The Observer quoted from above).
They were assisted indirectly by, firstly, an unknown Norwegian instructor who,
prior to Brasher's 1957 Observer article, had already run a course at an equally
unknown British public school, and
secondly Baron Lagerfelt of Stockholm, a
global evangelist for the sport. Lagerfelt
organised a demonstration event in
Nottingham in 1959 and put a proposal to
the Scottish Tourist Board which resulted in
an event at Penicuik in April 1961 Scotland's first orienteering event.
In the meantime in 1955 Disley had
organised two races in Snowdonia, at Bryn
Egan forest. Due to the lack of orienteering
infrastructure at the time in the UK, the
entrants had to use one inch to the mile Chris Brasher (L) and John Disley (R)
competing in the 3000m
maps, which apparently led to some rather
frustrating results! In 1957 the first Lake
steeplechase at White City in the
District Mountain Trial took place, though at
1950s
20 miles with 9000 feet of ascent it was
more akin to a mountain marathon than
modern orienteering. The same year a street event was held in Greenock near
Glasgow, and the Nottinghamshire Association of Boys' Clubs organised an
event of their own.

Peter Palmer (middle) with silver medal
winning team of (from left) son Steve
Palmer, Martin Bagness, Jon Musgrave,
Steven Hale—probably WOC 1993, USA /
Credit: CompassSport Magazine
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In those early events, it wasn't only
maps that were basic. At his first
event in November 1958, Peter
Palmer - later a major influence on
the advancement of orienteering in
the UK - recalled hunting for
'coloured biscuit tins in a fog-bound
fen landscape' (the location was
Jesus
Meadows,
Cambridge).
Orienteering was also fairly slow to
develop in Ireland: even in 1969 Irish
orienteers were using carrier bags
from the H. Williams supermarket
chain as O-kites! Anyone for RetrO?!
Given orienteering's military origins,
the emphasis the British military has
always placed on map-reading skills
plus our general love for the
outdoors, it's strange that it took so
16

long for the sport to be taken up here. But from the early 60s, things began to
move quickly.
By 1962 there was enough interest in the sport in Scotland for the first Scottish
Championships to take place, and the formation of the Scottish Orienteering
Association (though there were no clubs up there as yet). Around the same
time, Preston Mountain Rescue Team was testing out map and compass
training exercises on the Pennines inspired by the Lake District Mountain Trial.
This resulted in an event near Clitheroe in 1963, with England's first
orienteering clubs, South Ribble OC and Pendle Forest Orienteers, being
formed the following year. Suddenly orienteering in the UK achieved critical
mass and things really started moving.

Also in 1964, John Disley established a fortnightly series of events in Surrey
that attracted a lot of national publicity. Southern Navigators and the English
Orienteering Association were formed the next
year,
followed
by
the
first
English
Championships
and
Southeast
Schools
Championships in 1966 - clearly a good year all
round for English sport! And all this despite the
technical limitations of mapping, which still used
photocopied 1:25,000 scale OS maps and 6figure grid references for control sites.
By now one of the most significant names in
orienteering in the UK had become involved Jan Kjellström, son of Silva's co-founder Alvar
Kjellström. The development of the sport in this
country in the mid-60s owes a great deal to this
young man who sadly died in early 1967 at the
Map from the very first JK,
age of just 26. A national orienteering festival
1967—click for larger image
was held later that year in his memory, named
after him, and rapidly became and remains one
of the annual highlights of the UK orienteering calendar - the JK.
Two things stand out about the early JKs: firstly, the original concept was for it
to be just a competition between British and Swedish clubs. As the results
would rarely have been in doubt, perhaps we over here had a lucky escape
that this idea didn’t really take hold!
Secondly, it’s not well known now that the winners’ prize at the very first JK
was a salver that had started life as a tennis trophy. It had originally been
awarded to Shirley Bloomer, one of the UK’s top tennis players in the 1950s.
Shirley married Chris Brasher in 1959 who, with a limited budget for the first
JK, realised that a bit of engraving would make it an ideal JK trophy. Shirley’s
comments are not recorded...

1967 was a watershed year for orienteering here: the British Orienteering
SaxAlert No. 189 Spring 2022
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Federation (BOF) was formed on 15th June, with the first British Championships
taking place next day at Hamsterley Forest in Co. Durham. That October the
first Junior Championships were held in the Forest of Dean. As the '60s drew to
a close, the pace of orienteering in the UK increased. In 1968 colour maps
were used for the first time (at the British Champs at Cannock Chase - though
they were still Ordnance Survey maps). In 1969 the JK shifted to its nowregular Easter dates, and Britain's first dedicated orienteering maps were
created by Geoff Peck for the British Champs in southwest Scotland, at a scale
of 1:20,000. The same year BOF established a Mapping Committee tasked
with standardising the somewhat varied map symbols and legends then in use
across associations and clubs.
Heading into the '70s, orienteering began to expand as rapidly as flares on a
pair of trousers. Having started with 6 associations, BOF was comprised of 12
by 1972. 1974's JK was the first British event to have more than 1000 entrants.
The World Championships came to Aviemore in 1976, being the first time
professional orienteering maps were used in a British event - produced by
Robin and Sue Harvey out of a vacant farmhouse nearby. Orienteering in
Britain had come of age, attracted a sizeable, dedicated audience, and firmly
established itself. This is the background against which the evolution of Saxons
is set.
In our small corner of the woods, a shortlived club (as many were in those days)
called Hastings Competeers Orienteering Association had been formed in 1968,
then disbanded and reformed as Hastings Competeers in 1970. The following
year it became just 'Competeers' and then, on 1st January 1972, was renamed
as - Saxons. The rest, as they say, is history!

Graham Denney
Credits: BOF via Wayback Machine (Internet Archive), Wikipedia

SAXONS OFFICIAL 50TH ANNIVERSARY
HISTORY

M

any of you may remember that John Faller wrote an extensive history
of the club in 2004, which was later updated in 2012 by Jean Fitzgerald
for the 40th anniversary. Jean is kindly working her magic again to
incorporate the last 10 years into the official history, bringing it right up to date.
When it’s finished, it will be available to download from the Saxons website and
we will publish the link in SaxAlert.
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50 YEARS OF SAX
Bill Griffiths

W

[Click any map thumbnail below for larger image]

ell the first “40 years of Saxons History” was well written and
presented some years ago by John Faller and can still be read (with
updates by Jean Fitzgerald) and I have been asked to write my
memories of the 50 years, during which SAX has existed as at January 2022.
This paper is not meant to be compared with John’s excellent treatise.
Well, what a half century and how things have changed. For most of the last 50
years, competitors had to copy their course onto their blank map at the start
from ‘Master Maps’. Many of you might remember the arguments about
whether courses should be copied from the master maps before the start or in
competition time. Maps are now produced with overprinted courses on them
so no more master maps! For most of the last half century, you had to “prove”
that you had visited a control site by using a pin punch attached to the control to
punch a cardboard ‘control card’ which you carried round with you. It needed
protection from the elements for obvious reasons. Now, we have electronic
punching which not only tells if you’ve visited the control but also records your
time. This relieves the organiser of the need to check each control card and
calculate the time taken by each competitor. (Whew!)
In 1993, the Club had its 21st Anniversary. I started in
the sport at Uni in the 60’s-70’s and with Saxons in 1983.
I can remember my first event at Priory Wood (the map
is called Bilsington today I think). It took place on
05/06/83. So, I am not as old as we all thought.
But it is a fantastic work of art (attached above—click for
larger image). Drawn by hand by David Wilson in 1981.
(See the map updates which would have been added by
me before I started.)
I recall that I lost my control card on the way to the start.
But the guy on the start was very sympathetic. I can still
remember who he was - Don Palmer together with his lively daughter Susie.
He soon sorted out the problem and I was allowed to start.
Much later I acquired an even older map of Bayham Estate – goodness knows
when It was used at an event as it is marked as “checked in April/May 1969”
and initialled by “RH” but John Faller says that the Clubs first event was at Frith
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Wood (Bedgebury today) in September 1969.
Part of this area was used in the production of
the Richard Attenborough film “Oh What a Lovely
War” – at about the same time, I would think.
I remember on joining Saxons that everyone
seemed to be talking about 10th Anniversary
weekend events, earlier in 1993. Saxons had
theirs at about the same time (according to John
Faller’s “First 40 years paper”) with venues
including Ightham (map attached – although it
was also used 7 years later at a CROC event –
whatever happened to them?) and the web talks about a multi-club anniversary
in 1983 - all claimed to have their 10th
anniversary at the beginning of June 1983.
Mole Valley, SLOW, Guildford (whatever
happened to them) and LOK were the
organising Clubs - I think they all started in
about 1972/1973. And were all keen to shout
about it a decade later.

Saxons seemed less focused on their 10th
anniversary in 1972/3 – despite all the talk
among members when I joined (nevertheless, Saxons had a multi-day weekend
to celebrate their 10th birthday at Brasted, Ightham and Mereworth) but the Club
seemed focused more on their their upcoming 21st anniversary in 1993. (Maybe
this was down to the very short service and memory of the
Chairman at the time!!) after all, I was Chairman in 1993 and
the Club (or rather I), organised a 21st anniversary celebration
weekend. Called “Spring in the South” – my recollection is that
we didn’t make a big deal of
Saxons’ 21st anniversary on
the maps, but Ken Hale
designed a rather good “apple” logo for the
weekend, and we printed it on the three
specially produced maps of Brede High Wood,
Bedgebury and SO’s contribution at Tilgate.
(After all, SO was part of Saxons till 1977). I
can’t find the Bedgebury map in my collection, but Brede High Wood was used
for the first time that weekend, and used “professional” surveyors, but a Club
cartographer.
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FUND RAISING FOR THE SAXONS
ANNIVERSARY......NOT THIS ONE.

I

Brian Lawrence

t was in 1972 that the Saxons O.C. came into existence formed from the
Hastings Competeers and, I believe, a few remaining members of the
Medway Maunderers. Just look at those names! Back in the day, new
clubs had sprung up with a variety of esoteric names – some had favoured the
use of the word Klub hence the likes of LOK, OK Nuts and a host of others
(DFOK came later). One group called itself the Octavian Droobers, no, I don't
know either. But for sheer panache it must be The Mole Valley Map and
Compass Runners Society who had a Master, Scribe and Bursar leading its
committee. Nowadays they are known more prosaically as Moles!
Anyway, after 10 years we decided that we would celebrate with an anniversary
Badge event to be held at Mereworth. This area was easier for all the other
clubs in the South East to reach, good orienteering terrain and a superb car
park. Unfortunately our funds were somewhat depleted and with mapping costs
and prizes it was decided that we would seek some sponsorship and that task
fell to me.
Armed with a writing pad, copious envelopes and the local 'Yellow Pages' I sent
off letters galore and then waited for the plethora of offers of money, for mapping
and prizes, to flood in. Good job I did not hold my breath!
Apart from Anglian Windows and BSM all the others did reply, mainly with a
thanks-but-no-thanks letter, but at least they returned my stamped addressed
envelope. Some, such as Marks and Spenser and Boots, gave us some
vouchers to use as prizes; Whitbreads gave us a £100 for an add. in our event
programme while Natwest also gave the same sum for an advertisement and if
we transferred our account to their bank – our treasurer agreed. The best
response came from Guardian Royal Exchange, an insurance company (what
happened to it?) The manager of the local branch asked me to see him to
discuss the idea further with the result that we were given £200 (remember this
was 1982) plus sufficient mugs and holdalls (bearing the GRE logo) and sugared
pigs to fit in the mugs (!) so that the prize-giving was a lengthy affair as every
class had awards for winners and runners-up.
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But all in all it was worthwhile as we covered all our costs and made a profit. I do
not think that could be repeated today with so much uncertainty in the business
community. So let us just give thanks for 50 years of wonderful falling over into
mud, thorny bushes, stinging nettles, mud, biting winds, muddy paths, freezing
rain and muddy fields.
Did I mention mud?

SAXONS MEMORIES

O

Jeremy Oldershaw

ur esteemed editor sent me a personal email, softening me up with the
expression “Since I know you've been involved with Saxons for a few
years...” Well, that is true though I am not either the longest serving
member or the oldest – quite.
I was going to write an erudite article on the use of computers during the events
centred around Saxons’ 10th birthday in 1982. But having consulted my elder
son in the States about what we did we came to the conclusion that our
memories were not what they had been. Having consulted my diary (no use),
Compass Sport, (I didn’t subscribe until 1984), Saxons the first 40 years,
(mentions event but not enough detail) it has come down to a few words.
I think probably because James was a 15 year old who
knew what computers were and I had to drive him we
were asked to drive over to an industrial unit somewhere
off the A20 near Leybourne to use a Commodore Pet
computer (No, I didn’t either until I did a Google search).
This was situated in someone’s office and we were there
after office hours. We had to take the paper entry forms
and input the information into the computer Commodore PET computer / presumably onto a disc of some form or other. We
Credit: Photograph by
both have recollections of people interfering and
Rama, Wikimedia Commons, telling us to do it different ways but have no idea
what the final outcome was and whether our input
CC BY-SA 2.0 FR
was ever used. The other recollection James had
was of home-made clocks with wires and batteries connected in an aluminium
box. Not the slick timing mechanisms we have today.
My first introduction to orienteering came via an “Outdoor Leisure Day”
organised by the West Kent Federation of Women’s Institutes (Summer 1979)
One of the activities was orienteering guided by a certain Mr Brian Lawrence,
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still to be seen control collecting at local Kent
events. The venue was Angley Wood and after a
session there I was completely and utterly confused.
But I did at least know what orienteering was and I
had just previously read an article about it so I was
a willing participant. My first event proper was back
at Angley though I have no memory of it BUT my
next event was Badgers Mount before the days of
the M25! It was a standard colour coded event and,
of course, I knew it all by then! How are the mighty
fallen? I had invited my sister to come along and
she and my son did one course and I did a longer
course. When I finally finished they were wondering
where I had been and I was able
Jeremy’s Badgers Mount map (now called
to tell them that I had been
Shoreham Woods and a DFOK area). The white
checking out the Orpington bypass! There was a little sliver of vertical stripe on the W of the map is the M25,
which was under construction at the time!
land that got there by going west
Click thumbnail for larger image
whereas I should have been going
east. My first, and not last, 180
degree error.

A VIKING’S MEMORIES OF SAXONS
Ajd Skeed
Editor’s Note: I discovered that many moons ago we had an overseas
contributor from Norway who submitted occasional items to what was then
SaxNews. I am delighted to report that with the help of Doug Deeks I was able
to make contact with him and he has kindly agreed to supply some
reminiscences. Click any map thumbnail below for larger image.

B

eing now so old one of the difficulties seems to be remembering things
thus being asked to write about such matters is not easy. I still orienteer
and one would think that with the years of experience the task each time
would be quite straight forward with only the speed element missing. It does not
always work like that. I find that not only do I walk because the body needs a
rest but the brain keeps resting also allowing navigational errors to be made. It is
best therefore to think of how things were.

Initially when I came to compete in the in the UK Orienteering was in its early
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stages. Chris Brasher had extolled it’s virtues in a notable Times article which
persuaded a U K friend to encourage me to come to the UK and try out what
was on offer. He put on small event on the South Downs hear Eastbourne and I
participated so not unexpectedly I was first.
I then went with him to some proper event and
was disappointed. The maps were pretty basic
reproductions of OS maps. Two colours black on
white as attached Holmbury Hill [see right—click
image for larger version—Ed.]. I was used to
maps of a much higher standard not as good as
today’s standards but very much better based on
my experience in Norway. In those days there
were punches on the controls which you had to
impress on the control card. You needed a biro
or marker pen to enter the course on your map at
the Start – first opportunity for error. If it rained
and you had forgotten to bring a map cover you
were really in trouble as neither the Control Card or Map was waterproof.
I have always enjoyed orienteering but have allowed
others to take the limelight as I like the countryside thus
I tend to admire the views rather than hurtle along and
win (at least that is my story and I am sticking to it). I
have restricted my activities to country rather than urban
orienteering. I was deterred from night orienteering due
to taking a heavy tumble some years ago at a night
event where my head missed a tree stump by inches.
Seeing has always been a difficulty for me being
somewhat short sighted but thanks to eye surgery a
couple of years ago and I can now see for miles without
glasses but need a pair in
order
to
read
an
orienteering map.
In past times to enter an event one sent in an
application with a cheque and two envelopes one
for the entry details and the second for the results.
I have examined the Results from an event in
Denge Woods in 1981 and I can see only one
current Saxon featuring among the Results. I have
a set of results for a 1982 event which were written
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out by hand and then copied for the 94 competitors. Results were to the nearest
minute. Times have changed.
Regrettably my old U K friend who introduced me to orienteering in this country,
who is somewhat more ancient than myself, is now confined to reading and
talking rather than himself taking physical exercise.
Note—all maps and results courtesy Ajd Skeed via Doug Deeks—Ed.

SAXONS 10TH ANNIVERSARY EVENTS –
THE O’RINGEN
Mark Glaisher M21 MV (in those days)
[Click any thumbnail below for larger image]

F

or the club’s 10th Anniversary in 1982 a bold plan was hatched, with 3
events over the early May Bank Holiday.

•

Chasing start on the final day

•

Your aggregate time for the three events produced the O’ringen results

•

Award of the Junior & Senior Saxons Shields

•

Maps printed on Wiggins Teape synthetic material (‘Synteape’), with the
courses overprinted (SEOA printing m/c*)

The venues were Brasted Chart, Ightham and Mereworth. The particular
features were:-

•
Sponsorship and prizes provided by Guardian
Royal Exchange Assurance

Events on three consecutive days require plenty of
manpower and careful planning to get the equipment in
the right place. Brasted was an LOK area at that time
and LOK Planned and Organised Day One (Saturday).
The premier event of the weekend was the Ightham
‘Badge’ event which used a newly drawn map by David
Wilson, Saxons principal mapper at the time. This
attracted the largest entry with over 700 taking part.
The Monday event was at Mereworth and included the
Army camp area plus forest to the west.
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A few notes and memories about the weekend:•

The weekend was a real success and a major achievement for the club.
There was a lot of effort put in over the weekend to get everything done,
especially in preparation for the final day at Mereworth. Bear in mind this
was the era of pin punches, so there was a lot of control card checking
needed. With a chasing start on Monday, the Day One and Day Two
results needed to be combined to generate the start sequence for Day
Three, and get it printed ready for the Start. This was an early application
of a computer to work this out, and there were some stumbles along the
way. The Event report mentions
working through until dawn to get it all
done. There were 120 controls at
Mereworth, too!

•

Using a computer and dot matrix
printer to generate the control
descriptions was relatively novel, but it
was found that the dot spacing meant
codes, alphabetical in those days,
were difficult to read in some cases (I –
K, P – R).

•

The Ightham event started at the west end of Seal Chart, from what was
Oldbank School. The M21 course visited all four separate areas on the
map and was 12.9km with 340m climb. It had 2nd Master maps. The
Event results appeared in CompassSport – the only way to find out the
results if you didn’t go.

* This was rather like a ‘John Bull’ printer. The map was accurately located on the base plate. The
upper plate had the overprint elements in rubber (letters, control circles, lines, alignment marks) on
its underside. Metal rods maintained the alignment between the plates. A number of maps could be
overprinted before re-inking was required.

THE HISTORY OF THE KENT NIGHT CUP
Nick Barrable
Editor’s Note: Saxons local member Nick Barrable is an international orienteer,
Kentish Man and Editor of CompassSport, the UK’s orienteering magazine. He
is also the Founder of the Kent Night Cup and here he explains how it came into
being and how the very first season went (2007-8). This is an edited version of
an article that originally appeared in the April 2008 issue of CompassSport.
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I

started O in 1993 at Oxford University with SAX being my Open club.
When I started working as a teacher in Birmingham in September 1996 I
joined HOC from 1997 I guess. In 2005 - 2008 I was based in Tunbridge
Wells and it was in this period I started KNC when I was a Local member.
When I realised I would be based in the south-east, in Kent, on the border of
East-Sussex, my friends jokingly asked if I needed a French phrase book. I
knew that training in terrain during the week would be tough through the long
winter. Having lived in Sweden and Czech where there are regular O club
training sessions in terrain all year round, I would be falling into a bit of a void. I
had to be proactive. Why not have a regular training/event during the week,
which would give me (and others) the impetus to get out and train in the terrain,
visit some new areas, as well as getting others to join in, whatever their ability
and have a lot of fun. We should have a high social element too.
Enter stage left...The Kent Night Cup (KNC).
‘Informal simplicity and enjoyment for all’ was the underlining principle.
The aim was to cater for the first
timers
and
the
experienced
navigators and so a Score format
was used. To keep things simple, we
had one 60 minute class. Come back
early if that is too long. Generally
courses had 20 controls; take them
any order, with a prompt mass start
at 1930. Mass Start is good as
novices see other lights in the forest
whilst they are out. Scoring: a point
Post-event discussion at KNC 4 Hucking
for each control and a point deducted
11/10/2007 / Credit: Rob Lines
for each minute or part minute you
were late. Heavy penalties, but we needed to collect in the controls and get to
the pub as soon as possible. If we could start and finish from the pub car park,
then that was the best! Otherwise, a nearby pub was chosen, pre-warned of our
pending arrival. Generally they were very accommodating in serving us food
quite late – some requiring pre-ordering before the mass-start.
This worked fine, except for the day when we had a few more than expected and
there were many new faces – at Blean Woods. Torrential rain meant download
was inside the car with the download box being stuck out the window. By the
time 46 people were downloaded, most people had retired sharpish to their cars
and changed. This meant I had half the controls to collect after the prize-giving
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in the pub. Luckily the rain stopped and it turned
into a lovely evening – although I did get home
approaching 2am!
Cost: With the printing being done at a club
member’s work for free, there was little expense
(the odd access fee), and as this was seen as
development, Saxons subsidised the KNC to a
small degree. SO and DFOK charged for their
Waterproof paper/printing a small amount, with
Juniors being free.

We used SI and loaned out dibbers for free to
those without. Results were done on a mini printer,
with a copy retained for inputting into a simple
spreadsheet on a computer. When
Laura Pearson SO heading to the finish at
complete, this was passed around in
Bedgebury Forest / Credit: Rob Lines
the pub for people to check before the
prize-giving. Half way through the
series we learnt that we could use the purple SI ‘Start’ dibber to do a mass nonpunching start.
Calling it the KNC is a little bit inaccurate as some of the events were in Sussex.
Indeed for the final, we parked the cars in Kent and raced in East Sussex! We
also wanted our friends in Dartford Orienteering Klubb and Southdowns
Orienteers to get involved a little and so every 2 months, they held a round. As
we already had a League – KOL = Kent Orienteering League – I decided to call
it KNC.
Once a month we had a Street-O
instead of a forest event. Some
people only came to the Street-Os
and for some, they are less
intimidating than a forest – so good
for newcomers. All 6 Street-Os
required new maps – we used Ocad
to draw simple street maps for 5 of
them. In general, we didn’t use SI for
Street-Os (we did for 1 however) –
instead using lamppost numbers,
post-box collection times, etc. on a
clue sheet – although we did start
using it just for the start and finish
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time - manually trying to record incoming runners in a mass start proving to
chaotic to manage.
It was also hoped that the KNC would improve Night-O skills and confidence to
lead people onto the area League (SeNiLe) and Regional and National
Championships.
So that was the outline, but what happened?
You can see in the graph [In the original CompassSport article—Ed.] that
participation was variable yet better than we had thought at the outset. The
average was over 30 participants at an event. There was definitely a need and a
‘gap in the market’ for mid week Night-O in the winter months. Keeping things
simple was crucial for organisers on the night – especially with hanging. Some
smaller areas we had map exchanges e.g. 3 loops for the final. 1/3rd started on
each loop. 7 controls (some easy) on each. You came back to the start to go
onto your next map, but there was no going back to a map.

Prizes galore! A typical KNC prize table—
Tilgate / Credit: Rob Lines

We managed to attract quite a few
first timers and some have started to
join clubs. Indeed one new Saxons
convert/member noted that she
joined the club after 6 KNCs and that
she had never actually orienteered in
the day yet! She liked getting out into
the outdoors during the week, to new
interesting places, and then the
social side with some good food in a
nice pub afterwards.

With careful planning and a bit of map
updating, I managed to use quite a
few ‘older’ areas effectively, and of course in wintertime, the worst of the
vegetation is at its lowest. Areas which in the day can be quite straightforward
can prove more of a challenge at night. Careful planning was needed, even for a
20 control Score event, in order for the beginners to be able to get some controls
and the experts to virtually clear up the lot.
Looking back, the thing that Rob Lines (5th overall) noticed in particular was "the
developing confidence of participants as the weeks went on. In the first half a
dozen events, a large number of people ran round in pairs. People who were
nervous of night orienteering included second placer Rachel, myself, Alex Lines,
even overall winner Jonathan etc etc. You’d never have believed it by Christmas
it had become second nature for all of us to be out on our own thrashing around
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the woods in the dark. By the end of the series, even Edward M10 was running
solo at Blacklands Farm."
Now that this season is over, we will start to plan and look forward to next. I feel
it is also important to keep things fresh, with new venues and hopefully more
people getting involved in organising a round on their local area. There are
certainly things we can improve on. Media wise, I think the local sports editor
needs to be invited and groups such as runners, scouts, guides, etc. could easily
get involved with some encouragement and warning. I hope we can keep linking
in with neighbouring clubs SO and DFOK to provide a good spread of event
venues.

NAVIGATING THE ARCHIVES

T

Graham Denney

he Saxons story is further revealed through our own collection of back
issues of SaxAlert, and the various BOF archives.
BOF’s
Communications Officer, Jennie Taylor, put me in contact with Clive
Allen who kindly researched some info and photos for me. Rowan Purkis kindly
gave me access to SaxAlerts from number 127 (Dec 2008) onwards. The
following is a somewhat eclectic selection of items from these sources, which I
hope gives an interesting insight into Saxons and its members over the years.
Saxons International Hall of Fame
Several Saxons have gone on to compete internationally over the years:
Back in 1975, Maggie Dye was chosen to represent the GB ‘A’ team against
Norway, as a W19.
Martin Bagness was a member of the silver-medal team at the 1993 World
Championships, held at West Point in the USA.
In addition to many titles at home, Nick Barrable came 21st in the Men’s Sprint
at the 2003 World Orienteering Championships in Switzerland, and 4th in the
Swedish Night Championships in 2004.
In 2005 Clare Howes was selected for the M/W16 tour to Halden in Norway,
and was D20E winner at the Trois Jours de Franche Comté, France, 2010.
And recently Ffion Bricknell was selected for the England Junior squad to
compete at the 2019 Interland Cup in France.
Apologies to anybody inadvertently missed off this list—details of Saxons who
have been internationally competitive have been difficult to get hold of. I’m
aware that a number of Saxons have qualified for / competed in the World
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Saxons International Hall of Fame: clockwise from top left:
Maggie Dye wearing no. 228 in the Relay, JK 1976, Eskdale, Lake District, behind Tony
Walker, BOF Professional Officer / Credit: Tom Astbury, via Clive Allen
British Silver Medal team in the Men’s Relay, 1993 WOC, West Point, USA. L to R:
Stephen Palmer, Martin Bagness, Jon Duncan and Steve Hale / Credit: Clive Allen
Clare Howes—D20E winner at Trois Jours de Franche Comté, France, 2010 / Credit:
SaxAlert

Ffion Bricknell competing at Interland 2019, France / Credit: Ffion Bricknell
Nick Barrable (middle) after winning the Men’s Open at the first London City Race,
2008 / Credit: SaxAlert

Thanks to Clive Allen for images from the BOF archives.
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Masters—please let me know if this is you, and I’ll update this list in the next
SaxAlert.
The following is a selection of what I hope are the most interesting items—or at
least, eclectic, which is a fair substitute!—from back issues of SaxAlert between
late 2008 and late 2013—Ed.
SaxAlert 127 (Dec 2008) mentioned the first SLOW City of London race, and
somewhat unusual extracurricular participation from Saxons member Neil
Wearing:
“Congratulations to Neil Wearing from Oxted, who was competing in the
City of London Orienteering Race at the Barbican when he came across
two bag thieves. He chased them and tackled them both to the ground,
retrieving a woman's handbag. One thief ran off but was caught by
another competitor. As Wearing tells the local paper: “It was particularly
unlucky for them to run out in front of me because before I took up
orienteering, I was a keen rugby player.””
Originally published on business.timesonline.co.uk and spotted by Nick
Barrable.
This issue also looked back 30 years to what was happening in 1978, as
reported on by The Orienteer. At the time this was BOF’s official magazine, and
was bought by CompassSport in 1982:
“The first British Night Championships were held on Ash Heath Aldershot
organised by BAOC. M Bagness of SAX won M17A and P Addis of SAX
won M21B.
SAX did well in the Southern Night Champs with the following wins J Cox
(M35), T Ingram (M15), S Lithgoe (W19A), and M Nixon (W19B) ... An
article about the event discusses using lighted control markers and no
runners younger than M/W17 were allowed to enter.
The Saxons Shield Event was to be held at Hemsted Forest on 18 March
1979 organised by S Lythgoe.
Age classes at the time were M/W 11,13,15,17,19,21,35,43,50 & 56.
Ultrasport was advertising O shoes for £10 and “British made” O suits for
£8.95.
Robinsons Barley Waters sponsored the British Championships and
supplied free soft drinks and cups to regional championships.
The badge event organised by Swansea Bay OC in Ogof Ffynnon Dhu in
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1978 was, at that time, the most technically difficult that had ever been
held in Britain. They enjoyed swirling mist, cliffs and rock-strewn ground
… Novices were advised to attempt an easy course bounded by a fence
and a wall to avoid the organisers having to send out rescue parties
because only age class courses were on offer.”
Saxons founder member Doug Deeks contributed an item to issue 128 (Feb
2009) titled “1000—Not Out”, to commemorate reaching the milestone of his
1000th orienteering event:
“A cricketing friend of mine* who had read an article by Chris Brasher in
the Sunday Times first introduced me to O. He knew that I ran a bit and
said he was sure that I would enjoy this relatively new UK sport. He
decided to put on an event, which was little more than a run on the Downs
west of Eastbourne. I think there were six of us and we used 1:25,000 O S
Maps. It was a lovely day and I ran energetically and all seemed quite
straightforward. My first real event was at Thursley Common in 1968 and I
was fortunate to get round without too many problems and was hooked. It
did not take me too long to get into the record books but perhaps for the
wrong reason. 5 ¼ hours in completing one course. Somehow I managed
to get all the controls just before the organisers collected them in.

...
“It was not uncommon when I started, to be running with a map, which
was little more than an O S reproduction of the 1:25,000, naturally in one
colour. Colour maps were gradually introduced and I can recollect that the
first colour map I used was for a Bayham Abbey (Tunbridge Wells) event,
which was organised by London University with the mapping undertaken
by Robin Harvey.
“The original club from which became Saxons O C was called Hastings
Competeers. After a while the Hastings part of the title was dropped and
then it was not that long before the title of Saxons O C was adopted.
There were obviously only a few members and putting on events was
often a bit of a nightmare as there were so few to undertake tasks.
Invariably the organiser of an event would declare on the day and for a
week or so afterwards ‘That’s the last event I am ever going to be
organising’ Saner views tended to prevail after the passage of time.
“The first colour map produced for the Club was by Dennis Leggett and
was of Bedgebury Woods. The local printer did not seem to understand
the need for accuracy and I believe it was his 3rd go that managed to get
right the colour overprints and the correct scale.”
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*: this was Dennis Leggett, who was a founder member of the club—Ed.
Issue 129 (April 2009) featured a short article on Brede High Woods, which had
recently been purchased by the Woodland Trust to become their largest site in
England, at 648 acres. Brede has a rich history including iron working,
gunpowder production, and providing timber for shipbuilding and hop growing.
As a result of centuries of woodland management, the woods here have a
continuity of habitat that makes them highly valuable for rare species of plants,
insects and animals.
This issue also contained a letter from Peter Martin, reflecting on how he
originally got into orienteering as a schoolboy:
“I was a pupil at Rydens School, Walton on Thames, and when Peter
Palmer and Peter Warner, who taught History and Geography
respectively, offered a new sport I decided to try it. A bunch of us would
cram into the back of a teacher's car and disgorge at a local wood, where
we'd be sent off with a roneo'd OS map to look for controls. This led to
trips at weekends - often squeezed into the cars of ex-Olympic athletes
like Chris Brasher and Gordon Pirie and driven at mad speeds to faraway
woods and hills.
“There weren't many orienteers and a small bunch of us, along with Martin
Hyman's lot, won most junior and intermediate events in the southeast
and sometimes further a field. I remember going to a 'Welsh Event' to
compete against the Octavian Droobers. One of our team - Pete Clarke had never seen a mountain before and, mistaking the scale and contours,
ran most of the way up Moel Siabod (2,862ft, 872m) before realising he'd
gone too far.”
Other fond memories came from Martin Brice in a Member’s Profile in issue 135
(April 2010), showing that orienteers often take part in related events such as
mountain marathons and adventure racing:
“Other interests besides orienteering? Also have done the Mourne, the
Highlander, the Lakes Three Day, and of course the High Peak Marathon,
42 miles at night in winter around the trackless peat hags of the Peak
District. That is a horrible one and I wouldn't recommend it to anyone.
Ranulph Fiennes has beaten me a few times. I can't think how I managed
to be weak-willed enough to allow myself to stand on the start line at
10pm in Edale, at 10pm on the first Friday night in March no less than four
times. I'm not doing it again.
“Your most memorable event? My first LAMM - I worked on the Friday,
went to Gatwick after work and flew to Glasgow, and got the LAMM coach
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to Oban, then we all crowded on to the ferry to the island of Mull, and
walked miles through pouring rain to a field, put up the tent and
registered, all 1,500 of us at the same time in marquee with a billion billion
midges. I fell asleep at 2.15am. At 5am the bagpiper woke us up. We took
a coach to the start and to dib the start control we had to wade a river,
and to get to the first control we had to wade back across the same river.
We were out for 10 hours 30 minutes on that day, in rain and thick mist.
Coming in to the overnight camping field we were going into a bog up to
our waists and I had to wash my trousers out in an ice-cold stream. It
thunderstormed all night. In the morning we got to the first control and
pulled out. My partner ran the equivalent of a half-marathon along a road
with his rucksack to get back to the event centre. I managed to get a lift
from Chris Hall, the event planner, who I have over the years become
quite friendly with. When Anne Jago and Sarah Howes finished they had
20 minutes to get to the ferry to catch the coach that would get us to the
airport to fly home. When we got on the coach, we all instantly fell asleep.
At Glasgow airport there was the incongruous sight of LAMM runners still
wearing shorts with mud all over their legs. We slept on the flight. the next
day I crawled into the office before falling asleep at 11am then going
home. It was utterly exhausting. Returning to the normal world felt like
coming home from a war. I loved every second of it and haven't looked
back.”
Issue 136 (June 2010) was noteworthy for a
remarkable photograph: Tony Connellan in a suit!
Clearly it was a significant occasion, and indeed it
was the award of £300 to the club from the Kent
County Playing Fields Association for a grant to
develop orienteering at Tunbury Primary School
(where Heather Brown was then Headteacher)
and neighbouring schools. Tony attended the
Association’s AGM for its Patron, Mr Boorman, to
present him with the cheque.
Issue 137 (Summer 2010) looked back to 1984,
and the remapping of Knole Park. Combined with
maps of Ightham and One Tree Hill, this formed
the basis of a Long-O and Colour Coded Event.
Most notable performance was that of Arthur
Rittick, “the Club’s sole-surviving M90 competitor who cruised, missile-like,
around in a mere 3hrs 18mins, putting at least one Saxon M21 to shame.” For
context, this Long-O was an event involving a circular route on foot of all three
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areas mentioned above—somewhat longer than your average course!
Issue 140 (March 2011) contained a (presumably) tongue-in-cheek article by
Simon Maytum entitled “More on Planning” and subtitled “(You cannot please
everyone all of the time).” It contained sage advice such as:
“Plan an event that you think everyone will enjoy and then be prepared to
be told otherwise. Plan an event that you think some might not like, and
you might as well leave the sport and the area altogether.”
On running a Level D (Local) event:
“Someone will arrive far too early, up to an hour earlier than advertised.
The instructions you prepared so carefully and attached to the windscreen
of your car will be bypassed and you will be asked personally to explain
the rules. Make sure the competitor pays and be wary of those who claim
‘the money’s in the car, I’ll pay later’.
“From now onwards the stress levels increase as more competitors arrive
and queue for your attention. Many will moan and complain about the
wait; it is cold and they want to get on. You must periodically apologise to
these people and thank them for their patience. The serious competitors
will be hovering around the area, limbering up in readiness for the battle
that lies ahead. “
On competitors finishing their runs:
“You are soon to find out just how bad your planning was, how unkind and
incompetent you are and how totally incapable you are at planning
anything. The first competitor finishes and approaches you in your car.
He or she may be gasping to regain breath or express anger at your
incompetence. You may find that your car is thumped a few times; some
models have ‘side impact protection’ and it may be worth investing in such
a car if you are a regular planner.
“You will learn at this stage that controls are in the wrong place. This
usually applies to different controls for different competitors. If Competitor
A fails to find a control then it is wrong and you must accept this and
apologise, even though Competitor B found it in the right place. You must
also accept that controls move and disappear during events. If
Competitors A, B and C found a control but D, E and F did not, then the
control obviously was moved or stolen and for this you must apologise
because it is your fault. Controls will either be not there, too hidden or too
visible.

“On some areas, plate-tectonics have been at work as you learn from
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finishers that distinctive trees have moved 25m north, crags have moved
three contours downhill and boulders have been swallowed up by
marshes that were not on the map. New streams have evolved whilst
others have dried out as new growths of forest emerged since you put out
the controls two hours ago. Remember, all these things have happened
and you must accept full responsibility and apologise. You have ruined the
day for these competitors who have wasted time and money coming to
your event.
“In order to afford maximum protection for yourself, it is advised that you
sit in the car and wind the window down slightly, leaving only a small slot
(rather like the ones in banks and post offices) through which to speak
and apologise to everybody. Make sure all the car doors are locked and a
mobile phone is to hand to call for reinforcements. You will have also
parked the car close to the exit and pointing to it, in order to make a quick
getaway should the need arise.”
Issue 143 (Sept 2011) again looked back in time, to 1991 and 1971.
In 1991, BOF was in the process of adopting new international mapping
standards, although 1:15,000 was still the standard map scale, and 1:10,000
was only permissible in certain situations. In August 1991 Saxons were trialling
a BOF senior members’ discount on entry fees. This was done with SEOA’s
permission, but Saxons had come up with the idea, which is now the norm
across the UK.
In 1971, Hastings Competeers were planning a Come and Try It event at
Vinehall Forest. On the day there were over 80 runners on the A course and
about 35 on the B. This took place in the final days of Competeers—not long
afterwards the club passed a resolution to become Saxons Orienteering Club
from 1st January 1972.
2011 was also a busy year for orienteering in the UK. BOF was consulting on
the existing membership and levy structures, as they were perceived as being
unfit for purpose. Scotland had just won the bid to
host the 2015 World Orienteering Championships,
and the Harvester Relay had enjoyed record
attendance.
Issue 145 (Jan 2012) noted the Club’s 40th AGM
and that it had been agreed to hold a 40th
anniversary event at Millbank in March 2012, in
the form of relays with a ‘40’ theme. All members
would also receive a commemorative coaster (R).
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The May 2012 issue (no. 147) mentioned the new BOF incentive scheme, which
continues to operate today. Already 29 Saxons had received certificates, of
whom 13 had achieved both 5 stars (Navigation Certificate) and Gold (Racing
Certificate). They were: Alan Hickling, Bohdan Rainczuk, Chris Sparkman,
David Kingdon, Jeremy Oldershaw, Jerry Purkis, Mark Glaisher, Mark Purkis,
Peter Martin, Sarah Howes, Simon Deeks, Simon Greenwood and Tom Davies.
The same issue also featured a Member’s Profile of then-Committee member
Simon Maytum, which produced some amusing quotes:
“When and where was your 1st event?:- Can’t remember exactly, but it
was somewhere in the area to the east of Cumbria, open, heathery and
bleak. I did a Green Course and got ‘told off’ at the start for daring to
venture to the start without a whistle. I was sent back to the assembly
area to buy one for 50p. I still have the same one today though I have
never actually tested it.
“Any particularly memorable or funny moments?:- I had been a mountain
rescue team member in Cumbria for four years prior to [KIMM 1998] and
had not experienced such wet, cold and windy conditions as those at
KIMM 1998. The ‘portaloos’ had all blown over horizontal, some doordownwards. Not sure how many competitors were trapped inside these!
“What is your top orienteering training tip?:- Slow down, though in my
case, I realise that I could be at a standstill were I to follow that advice!” [I
resemble that remark! - Ed.]
SaxAlert 150 (Nov 2012) carried an excellent article by Rowan Purkis on the
Weald and its iron industry. It concluded with the intriguing suggestion that it
was here that the game of cricket may have originated, as far back as the Middle
Ages: “Written evidence exists of a game known as “creag” being played by
Prince Edward, the son of Edward I (Longshanks), at Newenden, Kent in 1301
and there has been speculation that this was a form of cricket. The related game
Stoolball is still popular in the Weald, mostly played by ladies teams.”
Issue 152 (Mar 2013) made possibly the first mention of Parkrun in SaxAlert, in
a letter from Rob Sibley. Until then the only Parkrun within Saxons territory had
been at Whitstable (although for those of us in the NW of the county the south
London ones were also within reach). Rob noted that Parkruns would soon be
starting at both Shorne Woods and Maidstone. Given how many there are now
throughout the county, it’s hard to conceive of a time when there were hardly
any.
The same issue carried a report on that year’s Yvette Baker Trophy at
Chelwood, which was the first time Saxons had entered a complete team of
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Juniors (two teams, in fact). We nearly won as well, with one team in second
place just 11 points behind SO, and the other team third.
The Sept 2013 issue (no. 155) had a rather unusual article on ‘The Runic
Compass’ by Nigel Hills (and his friend “Rune Magician”). They were suggesting
that the use of a Runic Charm, ideally carrying the symbol of the runic compass
Vegvisir, might help prevent orienteers getting lost. A number of other runic
symbols was given:

Did anybody try these—and did you find that they worked?!
friend…)

(Asking for a

The March of Technology
Like a week in politics, fifty years is a long time in a sport like orienteering. And
like the wider world, we orienteers have not been immune to the changes
brought about by advances in technology. The shift some years ago to
electronic timing changed the face of orienteering overnight. However my trawl
of SaxAlert back issues has revealed some less obvious changes which are
worth mentioning here, as their impacts on our sport are in many ways just as
important.
1)

The Saxons Logo

The core design of the club logo hasn’t changed at all really since 1972,
featuring what appears to be a highly stylised Anglo-Saxon æces (axe) head
crossed by an arrow. What has changed are the colours used and the
technology used to create and print the design. The logo as printed in the club
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newsletters started out as
monochrome-only in 1972, with
the later addition of a ’proper’
colour, red, at an unknown
date, and finally the current allpurple logo (first used in
SaxAlert in the January 2016
issue).
These changes all
reflect the change in graphic design and printing technology across half a
century. I would assume that the first, and probably second, club logos were
hand-drawn; the current main and 50th anniversary logos created on
computer.
Printing likewise has undergone substantial change. I guess that the very first
Saxons newsletters were probably cranked out on a spirit duplicator, moving at
some point to a photocopier (likely
in the workplace of
a club member’s benevolent
employer!) When we started using
printers for newsletters and maps,
the work would have been done on
offset litho machines at first, then
digital presses or high-volume
digital photocopiers from around
2005 or thereabouts. In summer
2013 Saxons had bought its first
laser A4 colour printer, although individual members had kindly been printing
maps at home (or workplace!) before then. Now, we print most of our maps
ourselves, except when large volumes are involved and/or required by BOF
rules, and SaxAlert is entirely digital.
2) Mapped Areas

1987: 22 mapped areas / SaxAlert 145 Jan 2012
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Mapping
tech
has
also
developed since 1972, to the
point now where individual
members with little formal
surveying
and
cartography
training can accurately map an
area. Map data sources such as
LiDAR and software like OCAD
and OpenOrienteering Mapper
(based on the open source
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2012: 40 mapped areas / SaxAlert 145 Jan 2012

OpenStreetMap) have brought a
previously arcane skill within reach of
the average orienteer with the time
and inclination to give mapping a try.
Partly as a result, the number of
areas mapped by Saxons has greatly
increased since our early days
(although of course an increase over
time was inevitable anyway). The
images here show the growth in

mapped areas: 22 in 1987, 40 in
2012 (by my count), and 80 now.
Another change worth noting is that
a large proportion of current mapped
areas are urban and/or MapRun,
which are indicative of other
significant changes in orienteering
since the early 70s.
3) Timing and Results

2022: 80 mapped areas / Saxons-oc.org

As mentioned above, orienteering changed dramatically when electronic timing
was introduced. Many who have entered the sport in the last few years will not
have experienced ‘old-school’ orienteering, where you drew your route on a map
yourself with a red pen, and where results were posted out to competitors some
days after the event. (You left a stamped addressed envelope with the
Organiser for this purpose!) However the transition to the SI and EMIT systems
was apparently not easy, largely due to the steep learning curve involved in
clubs adopting new computer systems. This article by Simon Blanchflower in
SaxAlert 145 (Jan 2012) gives an insight into the switchover, featuring his
solution for bridging the gap while we got to grips with the brave new world of IT:
“Instant Results - Instant Gratification
“Like most orienteers I do not expect to win! I get real pleasure from a
clean run with few mistakes and if that pushes me up the results table a
few places that is a bonus. However, I have to admit that I have an almost
guilty pleasure if I beat certain people (no names mentioned) or if I am
close behind a better orienteer. Go on, admit it, you are just the same. I
guess that my secret rivals keep a sneaky eye on me too.
“Thinking about it, I wonder whether orienteering is the only sport where
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you can compete and then go home and not know how well you did
compared to other competitors till maybe a few days later. To many this
lack of overt competitiveness is one of the pleasures of the sport but does
the lack of instant feed-back reduce the satisfaction for others (especially
youngsters and novices)?
“With the use of SI and lap-top computers we are almost at the point
where we can have real-time results at all events but this still seems
fraught with problems even at the larger events run by experienced IT
teams. It is still an aspiration for small scale events.
“Many years ago people used to clip pieces of paper with their name and
time onto string “washing line” but this fashion died out. So, to bridge the
gap I devised the instant results system in
the style of Top Gear's “Star in the
reasonable
priced
car”
magnetic
scoreboard. It comprises magnetic strips
on which you can write your name and
time positioned on a metal plate. It is
simple, compact and reusable.
“The system has now been used at a few
events. It seems to be generating interest
and clearly stimulates discussion around
download. Not everyone wants to display
their results but after a disappointing run
what better than to see who did worse than
you! I encourage everyone to give it a try
and add to the buzz at the end of your run.

Click image for larger version
“The current system is a prototype so if you
have any ideas of how it could be improved please let me know.

“Simon Blanchflower”
4) The Facilities
You know...the Facilities...the Facilities…!
Sometimes it seems like the whole of orienteering has been transformed since
those heady days of the early 70s. The change hasn’t been limited to maps,
newsletters, logos, surveying, timing and results though. As this amusing article
from SaxAlert 128 (Feb 2009) shows, another essential part of orienteering has
also undergone a complete, er, rev-o-loo-tion (sorry, couldn’t resist it!) in recent
years…
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“An Indelicate Topic—Rowan Purkis
“During the first stint manning the inquiries table at Eridge on 4 Jan most
of the inquirers wanted to know when we were going to defrost the
portable loos.
“Things have not always been that “convenient”. The following is an article
in “The Orienteer” June 1979.
““……..I think I would be right in saying that present provision of this
essential facility is very poor indeed at all but the biggest events.
“The minimum provision for all events should be a hessian-screened hole
in the ground for men and a few individual Elsans for women. Individual’s
biological functions do not change just because the event is a small one!
Could the basic provision be made at all events? It would mean clubs
owning about three Elsans and tents, and screening and posts. If the
clubs did own their own then there could be co-operation between
neighbouring clubs when a larger event was being held.
“Now to badge events - Would a dozen Elsans and tents cope with the
demand? If so should every region be encouraged to hold a stock? The
basic problem with the Elsan is that 'someone has to empty it and regions
would have to keep everything well maintained. It would not be beyond
the bounds of possibility for the Federation centrally to help provide a
camping trailer in each region with a dozen Elsans and tents on board.
“The Superloo Solution
“Portaloo now manufacture a marvellous three cubicle unit designed to be
towed as you would tow a family caravan. It is not simply a box on wheels
like those which can be hired but it can be towed by a family car at normal
speeds. The water is chemically recycled giving 1000 flushes per loo
without emptying. Maintenance is easy - it can be hosed clean and is
emptied by driving over a manhole and pulling the plug out! The only
problem is the cost - £4,500 each (That’s £17,000 in today’s money Ed)
and I think we would need at least two to be of any use. They are the
ultimate solution especially now that they are manufactured in a form
which can be easily towed. If we held two centrally for us at larger events
would organisers collect them and take them to events?
“I hope that you agree that we could and should do more to provide better
toilet facilities at events. One word of warning! Please do not resort to the
solution used at one international event I attended. They used a rubbish
skip and built a platform to allow you to sit on the rim. I have never sat in a
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more worrying place in my life!!
“Brian Porteous
“(And that was 1979. In 2009 at Eridge the portable loos were hired from
“Flush with Success” for £280 - and they took them away…Ed.)”
[NB: ‘Ed.’ above refers to Richard Purkis, who was SaxAlert Editor at the
time of this article—Ed.]

T

SAXONS HALL OF FAME

he following are those who have held key positions in the club
throughout its history, and helped shape its development. A special
collective mention should also go to all Committee Members and helpers
over the years, who are too numerous to list individually, but without whom the
club could not function—thank you all for your contributions.
Club Presidents:
1978

Al Reid

1980

Peter Billinghurst

1985

Doug Deeks

1988

Brian Lawrence

2004

Tony Extance

2009

Simon Greenwood

Club Chairmen:
1973

Al Reid

1978

Peter Billinghurst

1980

Tony Extance

1982

Heather Barrie
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Club Chairmen (cont’d):
1983

Brian Lawrence

1984

Garri Owen

1988

Bill Griffiths

1994

Don Palmer

1995

Mike Solomon

1999

Jean Fitzgerald

2007

Rob Kingman

2009

Nick Hope

2014

Jean Fitzgerald

Newsletter Editors:
No. 1 - Jan 1972

David Leggett (also Chairman)

No. 2

Paul Turner

No. 3

Val Westcott

No. 4 until May 1976

Malcolm McNeill

July 1976 - Nov 1978

Brian Glenister & Maggie Dye

Jan - May 1978

Peter Billinghurst

July 1978 - Nov 1979

John Bagness

Jan 1980 - Oct 1983

Brian Lawrence

Feb 1984 - Autumn
1985

Tony Extance (changed format to A5 booklet size)
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Newsletter Editors (cont’d):
Dec 1985 for 39 editions Alan Tough
Feb 1994

Ian Wilson (Editor) & Graham Bridgland (SaxNews
Representative)

Jan 2002

John Faller

Jan 2005

Clare, Katy & Sarah Howes

Dec 2008

Richard Purkis

2010

Mark Purkis

2012 (up to issue 178)

Rowan Purkis

179 & 180

Heather Brown

181 & 182

Graham Denney

183 & 184

Neil Bricknell

185 onwards

Graham Denney

Webmasters:
Until 2015

Dave Moore

Since 2015

Paul Frost

A

QUIZZES

nd finally, a couple of quizzes to finish off with. SaxAlert used to
regularly run a variety of clever quizzes and puzzles, something which
sadly is beyond the ability of the current Editor to devise—contributions
gratefully accepted! In the meantime, over the page are quizzes for Juniors and
Seniors from back issues of SaxAlert (answers inside the back cover):
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Juniors (courtesy of Richard Purkis):
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Seniors (courtesy of Richard Purkis):
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GEAR REVIEW
Brendon Howe
Saucony Peregrine 12 ST

I

was in the market for a new pair of trail shoes to replace the Hoka One
One Speedgoats that I use for trail runs and O coaching. The Speedgoats
hadn’t lasted very long, and I was struggling to get hold of a pair in the
wide fitting; they only had white ones! Having had previous versions of the
Saucony Peregrine I decided to give them another try.
The Peregrine 12 ST is a far cry from the Peregrine 7 I had previously. The ST
stands for soft terrain. This, in practice, means that the tread spacing is
designed for muddy terrain. Wide V shaped 6.5mm deep lugs on the sole grip
well in the mud and shed quickly.
With a 4mm heel to toe drop they
feel responsive in terrain. I liked the
slightly firmer feel to the sole; it
seemed better equipped to cope
with sharp rocks jabbing at the
bottom of my feet.
The shoes have a lovely neoprene
inner sock arrangement that keeps
debris from getting in and spoiling your run. Some nice touches to ensure
comfort. The surface fabric sheds wet and mud nicely, and the lack of stitched
panels is very effective. Saucony call this Debris Shield technology - it works.
My Peregrines use a speed lacing technology which makes getting the lacing
tension right a doddle. Also it’s easy to get them off at the end of a run. The
laces tuck into a little mesh pouch on the top of the shoe. THIS IS WHERE IT
ALL GOES WRONG! No matter how well you tuck the laces into the pouch, they
get caught on any bramble, twig or leaf and start flapping around. I’ve tried
numerous techniques for tucking the laces, but I can’t go longer than 5 minutes
without having to stop and re-tuck.
I’m sure they would be fine on a normal trail run, but they are no good for
orienteering (unless you are willing to tape or trim the lace). I’d score them 8/10
for trail running, but the silly pouch is not good enough for O.
Score 5/10
Pros
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Comfortable, light, great grip, good mud shedding
Cons
Hopeless lacing pocket, pricy

GEAR REVIEW
Sean Cronin
Peugeot E208

W

hat is this, Top Gear magazine?”, you might be thinking. Why is Sean
talking about a car? [This has to be the largest piece of gear ever
reviewed in SaxAlert—Ed.] I’m not here to crow about my new wheels
– but to share my experiences of my first electric vehicle (EV), since it’s
something most of us will be going to do in the next few years to get to
orienteering events.
Not that long ago electric cars were fairly limited in choice. Cheaper options
were mainly the Nissan Leaf or Renault Zoe, which still have good reputations,
but had fairly small batteries and didn’t go far on a single charge. For those with
a big budget there was Tesla with a big battery, big range and lots of gadgets. In
the past couple of years most of the other car manufacturers have started selling
their own models, now there is quite a bit of choice. Useful website https://evdatabase.uk/ lists 167 different models.
I’ve purchased a 1 year old Peugeot E208, which is in the ‘supermini’ class and
used as a second car i.e. mainly for local journeys, work and of course
orienteering. I’m fortunate enough to have a driveway to charge it up at night
and also paid for a charging ‘wallbox’ which can
fully charge the car in 7.5 hours from an empty
battery (it’s also possible to use a three pin plug,
but that takes over 20 hours).
Cost
You might be thinking that electric cars are too
expensive. There is no denying that car journeys
(and therefore orienteering) have become a lot
more expensive over the past few months. Does an
electric car help? Electric cars are definitely more
expensive to buy. The 1 year old E208 I’ve just
bought was £5500 more expensive than an
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equivalent internal combustion engine (ICE) 208. But over the lifetime of the
vehicle I estimate that the cost will either be the same as the ICE version, or
many thousands of pounds cheaper. The savings mainly come from fuel costs.
Bear with me whilst I run the sums through….
The cost calculations…
The ‘real world’ mpg of the ICE 208 is listed as 48 mpg according to
whatcar.com. Not bad. Assuming annual mileage of 12,000 miles for a lifespan
of 8 years at £1.60 per litre, that is £1818 per year on petrol, or £14,544 over 8
years. Electric car power consumption is measured in kilowatts. I get between
3.5 and 4 miles per kilowatt in the E208. Assuming a pessimistic 3.5 miles per
kilowatt, and my current electricity tariff 29.5 pence per kilowatt, this gives an
annual electricity bill of £1011, or £8088 over 8 years, saving £6,456 (i.e. more
than the extra £5500 purchase price).
But still this isn’t a massive difference, and electricity prices are due to go up
again in the autumn. I am pinning my hopes on EV electricity tariffs such as
‘Octopus Go’. These work a bit like ‘Economy 7’ tariffs. Octopus Go rates are
only 7.5 pence per kilowatt at night, and I would expect other electricity suppliers
to provide similar tariffs (EVs can be programmed to charge at night).
Unfortunately as the electricity market is so messed up, it’s not possible to move
onto these EV charging tariffs at the moment, but when the market settles down
let’s assume it will be possible to charge a car for 10p per kilowatt using one of
these tariffs, That works out at only £342 to charge a car per year, or £2736 over
8 years. Of course it wont always be possible to charge at night, but certainly a
hefty £10000 saving does seem quite possible over the lifetime of the car.
Other costs are similar. EV drivers pay no vehicle excise duty, but EVs cost
more to insure. In theory they should be cheaper to maintain as they are simpler
technically, but as much EV technology is new I am expecting more teething
problems.

Predicting electricity and petrol prices 8 years from now, well we can laugh at
how difficult that is. Maybe EV drivers will pay more in the end. I’d be happy to
break even, as cost wasn’t the main reason for buying the E208.
If you’re after a larger EV with a longer range, such as the Volkswagen ID3, or
Kia E-Niro then the price differential between the EV and equivalent ICE model
is much greater, and perhaps the sums don’t stack up as well. EVs with bigger
batteries are very popular, and supply chain problems are limiting production
leading to really inflated prices. Hopefully things will sort themselves out in the
next few years and prices will stabilize.

Will I make it to the orienteering event without running out of power?
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Range was something I was most worried about. In some ways I was right to
worry, but mostly it’s OK. Peugeot say the E208 has a range of 217 miles. But
this is the manufacturer’s perfect condition range tests. A more realistic range of
175 miles is listed on the ev-database.uk website. But even this isn’t the
‘maximum distance I’m prepared to drive without charging up again’ range which
is what you’re probably more interested in as no-one wants to play chicken with
a flat battery on the M25. I’ve noticed that heating, lights, windscreen wipers,
motorway driving etc. will use up more energy, so I remove another 60 miles off
the ev-database.uk range for a comfort zone for a wet and cold winter’s day.
That’s 115 miles or 57.5 miles away. Also the battery degrades over time:
evconnect.com estimates 2.3% of range will be lost per year, so when the car is
old, the comfort range might be only 50 miles away.
Fortunately this is more than enough for work, shopping etc and from where I
live, this puts all Saxons and DFOK events, and
many other events in range. For further away
events, my plan is to make a stop at a public ‘rapid
charger’ on the way back home. These can zap the
car with enough electricity to fill the battery up to
80% in less than an hour, but if the event is only
just over the comfort range, a 10 minute zap top up
may be all that is needed and I’ll finish the job at
home.
There are lots of horror stories about public
charging, but I was pleasantly surprised when I
tried a public rapid charger at Chobham Services
on the drive back from the car dealers. There were
8 rapid chargers, with only half being used in quite
a busy car park. It was easy and I paid by contactless. Prices were higher than
home charging though, either 39 pence per kilowatt or 69 pence per kilowatt
depending on whether I used the ‘Electric Highway’ or ‘Ionity’ chargers. Ionity
also requires using a dreaded phone app to pay, but the charging is quicker.
Not all motorway service stations have as many rapid chargers, but I expect lots
more to appear as there will be plenty of money to be made from them. As
Sunday afternoons are generally quieter times on the motorways, I am hopeful
that queueing for a rapid charge on the way back from orienteering will be rare.
Zap-Map is a good website that displays rapid chargers throughout the country.
If visiting a motorway service station doesn’t sound like your idea of fun, another
option is to take a detour for a supermarket and pick up some shopping whilst
your car is topping up on charge, though these tend to have just one or two rapid
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chargers.
Long distance orienteering
What about a long trip for a multi-day orienteering
event? I’ve got to admit I would be taking my wife’s
ICE car. In the E208 a holiday trip to the Lake
District for example would require at least 2 1-hour
stops, including the possibility of queueing for rapid
chargers if a busy holiday period. Neither would go
down well with the rest of the Cronin household,
though the dog would probably find it funny. For
those with just one car, this is where the more
expensive EVs would be handy, perhaps needing
only one stop to get to the Lake District which could
be lunch. The more expensive cars are also likely
to charge quicker and have more room for O-stuff
and passengers.
Bracken the dog finding it funny... / Credit: Sean Cronin
Once at the event it would
make sense to book holiday accommodation with EV charging (Cottages.com
lists 273 in Cumbria). Perhaps campsites will let you plug in to an electric hook
up for a so called ‘trickle’ 20 hour charge? Lake District supermarkets also have
quite a good number of rapid chargers. When I was in the lakes last week
(Easter Holidays) the chargers in Penrith Booths were being used, but there
weren’t queues.
Other options, given the possible cost savings of cars like the E208, might be to
use an EV for everyday journeys and simply hire an ICE car for long holiday
journeys, or keeping an old ICE car just for occasional far away orienteering.
The EV charging network is rapidly improving so hopefully long distance
journeys in EVs will become easier in the next few years.

No driveway or rented house?
For those without a driveway and their own wall box, I couldn’t honestly
recommend an EV at the moment as the non-motorway EV charging network is
too patchy. A few places are installing EV charging on street lamps, and some
‘electric forecourts’ are being built with spaces for dozens of cars to charge up
with a business model of encouraging customers to spend money on gyms,
shopping etc whilst they wait, and some grid balancing magic. But both look
several years away before they are common. Another option might be to come
to an arrangement with someone with an EV charger and a bit of room on their
driveway, as their charger is likely to be unused for 90% of the time. Zap-Map
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has a way of organizing this financially.
I worry that car drivers will be split into two enemy tribes. Driveway-owning EV
drivers from suburban areas, and drivewayless ICE car owners. The petrol
station was one of those places all car drivers went to and suffered together, and
maybe I’ll miss its democracy.
The actual car
This has been a rubbish car review as I’ve not actually said what the E208 is like
to drive. Jeremy Clarkson would be purring about the ‘hot hatch’ 0-60 mph time
of under 8 seconds, which is typical of most EVs as there is a massive amount
of power available in the batteries. I tried putting my foot down at the traffic lights
in ‘sport’ mode once, and to be honest it was scary and I haven’t used it since.
Sport mode annoys me as it will just make the insurance unaffordable if I want to
sell/donate the car to Ben when it gets old. Where the power is useful is
travelling up steep country lanes. With no gear changing and loads of power, it’s
really easy. EVs also have ‘regenerative braking’ where taking the foot off the
accelerator slows the car down rapidly without needing the brake pedal, again
really useful on steep country lanes approaching orienteering events.
EVs are heavy though because of the massive batteries, and because of this my
E208 needs care on fast country roads. It doesn’t stick to the road like my
previous ICE car (Ford Focus). But it’s lovely and quiet in towns, and as it’s an
automatic there is no gear changing to irritate a dodgy hamstring. These heavy
EVs are also going to be stick in the muds at orienteering events, something
organisers might consider.
Overall, if you’re a two car owning household and have a driveway I’d say
definitely get an EV as a second car as the cheaper EVs make sense financially
(as well as being better for human and planet health). I wish I had done it years
ago. If you’re a 1 car owning household and looking to replace your ICE car,
then an EV is likely to make more sense than you might think, particularly if you
can afford a long range EV car, or hire an ICE car for occasional long trips.

LEAGUES

T

Kent Night Cup 2021/22:
his year’s KNC League was hotly contested, but in the end Joel
Hallberg (M21 DFOK) emerged as the clear winner with 516 points,
16 points ahead of Neil Crickmore (M60 SO) and 18 ahead of Sean
Cronin (M55 SAX). Rachel Collins (W21 DFOK) was the Women’s
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KNC 21/22 Awards. L to R:
1) Rachel Collins & Joel Hallberg; 2) Heather Brown & Simon Blanchflower; 3) Monica
Hope presenting the Nick Hope Cup to Andy Pitcher
Credits: photos 2 & 3 Tony Connellan

winner with 406 points. Veteran winners were Neil Crickmore (500 pts) and
Sarah Howes (W60 SAX, 358 pts), and SuperVets winners were Simon
Blanchflower (M65 SAX, 421 pts) and Heather Brown (W70 SAX, 281 pts).
Andy Pitcher (M55 DFOK, 457 pts) won the Nick Hope Cup for attending 25 of
the 26 events. Presentations were made at the KOL at Buckmore Park on 9th
April. The final league table is here.

This was the first full KNC League for 3 years meaning that the full range of 26
events took place, including 6 hosted by DFOK and 3 by SO. Unfortunately MV
were unable to host an event due to loss of land access at a late hour, resulting
in a short notice switch to an urban event in Sevenoaks. In total, 145 people
attended at least 1 KNC event, and 2 events were attended by Scout groups.
Congratulations to everybody who took part, and thanks are especially due to all
Organisers, control collectors, Land Access officers (with Richard Field taking
over from David Kingdon in time for the last KNC), and especially Mark Glaisher
for masterminding the entire series again.

T

Kent Orienteering League 2021/22:

his year’s KOL season is nearing the end of a highly successful run,
with just 2 events out of the full 10 remaining. A couple of changes
have been made to the courses line-up for this season: Light Green
has been replaced with Green, to provide more of a challenge for
experienced orienteers looking for a shorter course than Blue. And a 60-min
Score course has been introduced to fill the gap previously occupied by Light
Green. Your best 5 results still count to your overall score, whether for a colourcoded course or a Score course.
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After KOL 7 at Kings Wood (19th March), the top Saxons in the League were:
Blue—Sean Cronin (2nd), Dave Pickup (4th), Bohdan Rainczuk (7th), Nick Betts
(8th), Lisa Blair (9th) and Neil Bricknell (10th)
Green—Robin Kendall (1st), Paul Bowen (7th), Heather Brown (10th)
Orange—Phillip Locke (1st), Kasie Chapman (2nd), Nicky Bedford (3rd), Sarah
Reith (4th), Thomas Bates (5th), Adam Fulcher (6th), Karen Bricknell (9th) and
Alice Evans (10th)
Yellow—Harry Green (1st), Caylan Uddin (2nd), Archie Bright (3rd), Adam
Youseman (4th), Charlie Green (5th), Ashton Bright (6th), Amber Hobbs (7th),
and Percy Sanders (9th)
Score—Tony Connellan (2nd), Lisa Fulcher (3rd), Ken Fox (=5th), Nick Keys
(=5th), Cate Slade (=10th)
Full results of events 5-8 including Routegadget GPS routes are available here:
KOL 5 Scotney Castle [Routegadget here] | KOL 6 Shoreham Woods
[Routegadget here] | KOL 7 Kings Wood [Routegadget here]| KOL 8 Buckmore
Park | League Tables

South East League:
2021/22 League:

T

his year’s League is nearly complete, with just one event remaining. The
various SEOA Championships are also mostly complete.

Club results (to Ashridge
East on 27th Feb) [PDF]. At this
point Saxons were 4th in Division 1
overall (as well as 4th at this event).

2021
Individual
League—latest
results (to Epping on 5th Dec) [PDF]
Well done the following Saxons—
keep the effort going!
Saxons winners in the 2021 SE League with
their certificates at Chelwood (16th Jan). L
W18—Ffion Bricknell (1st)
to R: Beryl Pring (1st, W75), Alison Howe
W40—Karen Ransley (1st)
(1st, W45), Karen Ransley (1st, W40), Austin
Howe (2nd, M16) / Credit: Graham Denney
W45—Alison Howe (=1st), Sarah
W10—Holly Howe (=5th)
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Cats Protection’s Chelwood Adoption Centre kindly
hosted the parking and event centre for the SE League
event on 16th January / Credit: Graham Denney
Covey-Crump (10th), Lisa Blair (=11th), Catherine
Slade (13th)
W50—Karen Bricknell (=7th), Gabby Roch (=13th),
Lisa Fulcher (=15th), Gill Sinclair (=21st)
W55—Marion Bond (17th)

W60—Sarah Howes (=2nd), Fiona Wilson (18th)
W65—Jean Fitzgerald (8th)
W70—Heather Brown (3rd)
W75—Beryl Pring (1st)

M12—Thomas Bates (=3rd)
M16—Austin Howe (2nd), Ben Cronin (5th)
M18—Dorian Kopij (10th)
M21—Peter Dobra (8th), Matthew Hockley (=24th)
M40—Simon Evans (4th)
M45—Stuart Williams (=13th)
M50—Brendon Howe (3rd), Neil Bricknell (=6th), Simon Deeks (11th), Andrew
Derrick (17th), Graham Denney (18th)
M55—Sean Cronin (12th), Alan Hickling (20th), Brian Henry (39th), Nick Betts
(41st)
M60—Steven Elliott (22nd), Bohdan Rainczuk (25th), Simon Chapman (29th),
Adam Fulcher (=30th), Peter Rogers (=39th)
M65—Simon Greenwood (10th), Simon Blanchflower (=19th), Richard Whitaker
(=31st)
M70—Peter Martin (1st), Mark Glaisher (2nd), David Kingdon (=8th)
M75—Roger Pring (=7th), Mike Solomon (10th)

M80—Jeremy Oldershaw (2nd), Doug Deeks (3rd), Tony Connellan (5th)
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Note that League Events are dependant on the Covid-19 situation.
More info about the SE League and SE Orienteering Association is available
here.

UK Orienteering League:

T

he 2022 UKOL season was planned to run a full
schedule of 26 events. However one, the
November Classic Urban in Southampton, has
had to be withdrawn, leaving 25 (the main Nov
Classic forest event is still going ahead at present). Of
these, the maximum number that could be attended is
actually 23, since there were 2 concurrent UKOL events on each of 29th and
30th January. To date, 16 events have taken place, with the next one being the
Scottish Champs Individual race on Deeside (Glen Dye) on 28th May. A
competitor’s best 8 scores will count for the total league score.
In the 2022 Club League, Saxons currently lie 24th (out of 103) with 2462 points.
The leaders at present are SYO with 5630 points. We are 116 points behind BL
(2578pts) but only 9 points ahead of MDOC. Can we continue to hold them off,
or even improve on our position, with 6 months and 9 events left to go?
Congratulations are due to our contributing members—Catherine Slade, Karen
Ransley, Beryl Pring, Jeremy Oldershaw, Peter Martin, Sarah Howes, Brendon
Howe, Austin Howe, Alison Howe, Alan Hickling, Mark Glaisher, Simon Evans,
Peter Dobra and Doug Deeks.
2022 schedule of events
2022 Club League
2022 Individual League (filter by setting Club to SAX to view individual Saxons’
results)
More info about the UK Orienteering League is available here.

Graham Thomas at King’s Hill / Credit: Sean Cronin
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SEOUL and SEGOL:
Southern England Orienteering Urban League and Southern
England GPS Orienteering League:

S

EOUL has a full season lined up with four
races already done, including Whitstable. Up
next are Welwyn Garden City, Colchester,
Eastbourne, all of which are within easy reach
of Kent. A few more races may appear so keep an eye
on our website and Facebook page. The league tables
also show all the upcoming races. I hope to see you at
some of these!
SEGOL has served its purpose of keeping urban orienteering going through the
harder parts of the pandemic, and we have laid it to rest. Thank you those who
supported our venture.
Tom Dobra
SEOUL website

SAXONS OUT & ABOUT
Saxons At Home
Whitstable Urban—6th February 2022
SEOUL Event
Saxons will be getting a reputation for putting
on events when the weather is none too
pleasant.
The Whitstable Urban event in
February will just reaffirm that. The forecast
midweek was for a good day but that changed
to gale force winds and the idea of putting up
tents was not looking favourable. Orienteers
are obviously hardy souls, as the numbers were
looking a little low, but over the last week we
Location of Control 32 at
got a rush of entrants. So much so, we had to
Whitstable / Credit: Nick Betts
quickly contact the printers to send more maps.
In the end, Saxons put out 32 runners, making us the largest contingent with
DFOK coming next with 21. Entrants came from all over the South East and
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most clubs were represented, 19 in total. Not too bad,
considering the event location being in deepest, darkest
Kent.
Alison and Brendon planned courses, taking the
competitors all over Whitstable and Tankerton, along
the foreshore and in and out of the tight alleyways.
Orienteers are often not forthcoming with compliments,
or at least not until they have changed and had a
chance to get some food inside of them, but there were
plenty of good comments, with many enjoying the
devious nature of the planner’s minds.

Location of Control 37 at
Some of the courses had a timed out crossing
Whitstable / Credit: Nick Betts
on the High Street, but the road marshals
observed a few crossings by other courses that would have brought a swift
rebuke from the Green Cross Code man.
Fish and chips, or oysters were the order of the day to round off a very enjoyable
day beside the seaside.
Nick Betts, Organiser
Event results | Routegadget | SEOUL Current Standings
Saxons Qualify for CompassSport Trophy Final
CompassSport Cup Rounds—Balcombe, Sunday 13th March 2022
After a thrilling day of racing at Balcombe at the CSC Cup and Trophy SE heats,
Saxons finished first overall in the Trophy competition!
Excellent performances from Heather Brown, Alison Howe, and Peter Martin
who all won their class courses, a 2nd place for Sarah Howes, and 3rd places
for Jeremy Oldershaw, Alan Hickling, Austin Howe and John van Rooyen. What
won it for Saxons though was the depth of consistent high course finishes
versus the other small clubs, (DFOK, GO, HH and LOK). Brendon Howe, Simon
Blanchflower, Ffion Bricknell, Simon Greenwood and Sean Cronin rounded out
an excellent scoring day, with Saxons finishing on 1273 points.
It may have been muddy, (oh yes it was muddy), it may have been a bit brambly
in places, (quite a few places), and it may have been drizzly and damp, but
nothing dampened the spirits of the team! Well done to all that participated, a
great team effort.
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Now the only thing to decide is how we get to Scotland for the final this
October!!!

View the final KNC league table here!
KNC 12 Leybourne—Thursday 9th December 2021
The KNC 12 at Leybourne and Leybourne Chase was well attended as 30
people, who had not worried about a weather forecast that predicted rain at
7.30pm, turned up to run. The weather forcast was correct and so everybody got
quite wet.
No competitors got all the controls but nevertheless travelled a considerable
distance between the start in Leybourne, the change over control 111 on a
bridge across a muddy horse field and the elegant new development of
Leybourne Chase.
As planners and organisers we had great fun dog walking the area prior to the
event but gave ourselves stress when underestimating the amount of time
needed to put out the controls.

All was well and the runners set off just before 7.30pm.
Thanks to Mark for all his help and thanks to the generous control collectors
Karen, Neil Speers, Sean, Mark G and Brendon.
Heather and Nicky, Joint Organisers
Event Results
KNC 20 Knole Park—Thursday 10th February 2022

A return to Knole Park for a KNC after some time allowed me to look at the
terrain with a fresh pair of eyes and
plan a rather different course from
the previous occasion in Jan 2020.
In particular I wanted to make it more
challenging than other recent events,
in order to stretch the KNC League
leaders and faster runners a bit.
Clearly I succeeded—possibly more
than intended!
Although Joel
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Hallberg came in first, as he frequently did in this season’s KNC, he nearly
overran the time limit at 59:14, and ‘only’ scored 150 (out of a possible 200).
Scores for other runners were similarly reduced across the board. Well done all
of you—Knole isn’t easy at night. God knows how I would have fared!
Another change from my previous Knole KNC was moving the Start over to the
east side of the park to avoid the long walk in from the Sevenoaks town centre
car parks. Parking was on the country roads around the Fawke Common
entrance to Knole, a mere hundred metres or so from the Start/Finish.
One thing orienteering teaches you is to stay flexible with your planning, and this
KNC was no exception. No sooner had I finalised my fiendishly challenging
course than an email from Brendon popped into my inbox: “I hear you’re
planning Knole KNC. There’s a chance of a group of scouts coming long. It
would be nice if we had a few controls that weren’t too tough if that’s possible
please?”
Well, happy to accommodate them,
especially since Knole is one of our
safer night-O venues for younger
competitors, with no public roads
and very little night time traffic. They
were from Yalding Scouts, a very
active group based near the Medway
between Tonbridge and Maidstone.
A quick discussion between myself,
Brendon and Mark Glaisher ensued.
The result was some adjustments to control locations and the creation of an
extra, scout-specific, set of rules (described as “a basic score course, random
order, no funny business”! - and a reduced time penalty).
Control 107 at Knole / Credit: Graham Denney

We also arranged to set them off before the main body of runners and Alison
added an extra course to the Racesignup event page (which also needed to be
replicated in the SI setup on the KNC laptop—hope this is useful info for
anybody who finds themselves in a similar situation in future. We do want to
encourage scout groups to attend more KNCs so this could become more
commonplace).
Knole being a favourite O-venue, this KNC was well attended, with a total of 60
entrants on a cold, clear and starry February night. The adult course maxed out
at the total 45 places available. 15 scouts also took part, along with 7 leaders
who accompanied each group around the course. I understand this activity
counted towards a badge, which they will have well and truly earned,
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considering the challenges of navigating an essentially adult course in the
dark—and Knole is very dark on a cold winter’s night!
My thanks as ever to Knole Estates for allowing us to use the park for this event.
Graham Denney, Organiser
Event Results

KNC 26 Oldbury Hill & Fishponds
Wood—Thursday 24th March 2022

At last we were able to return to
Oldbury Hill and Fishponds Wood for
a KNC, my original plan for
November
2020
having
been
stymied
by
Covid
lockdown
restrictions. It should have been
simple enough to recycle the existing
Did anybody discover this car in the
course, which is how I started. Then I
woods at Oldbury Hill? / Credit: Graham
was thrown a very nice googly: the
Denney
owner of Raspit Hill (the SE part of the
event area) had just purchased Fishponds Wood (the SW part). We had lost
access to Fishponds Wood under the previous owner but this re-opened the
entire area S of the A25 up to us. Some slight adjustment of control locations
rapidly took place, although time constraints prevented me from making full use
of the bonus which had landed in our laps. So did the weather, with heavy rain
making conditions miserable every time I went over to check control locations.
A less pleasant googly however was finding out that half of the National Trust
car park at Oldbury Hill has been closed off. The accessible half has been
resurfaced, so perhaps the Trust will be resurfacing and reopening the rest at a
later date. However this greatly reduced the number of available parking
spaces. The only alternative was to use the service road behind the Crown
Point Inn (regrettably, still closed and awaiting a new landlord). Fortunately
perhaps, in the end numbers were low (half of those at Knole 6 weeks
previously), with 22 runners taking part.
Matters were further complicated by my being unable to be there on the night.
My thanks to Mark Glaisher for stepping in, checking my course and running the
event.
This was of course the last of this year’s KNC League, the first time for 3 years
that we have been able to run a full 26-week series. The overall winners of each
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category were:
•

Men: Joel Hallberg

•

Women: Rachel Collins

•

Veteran Men: Neil Crickmore

•

Veteran Women: Sarah Howes

•

SuperVeteran Men: Simon Blanchflower

•

SuperVeteran Women: Heather Brown.

•

Nick Hope Cup: Andrew Pitcher, who came to an impressive 25 of the 26
events

But of course congratulations are due to everybody who took part across 6
months of challenging wintertime night orienteering.
Thanks are also due to the National Trust, for use of Oldbury Hill, and Mr Marsh,
owner of Raspit Hill and Fishponds Wood.
Graham Denney, Organiser
Event Results

Saxons Further Afield
My First JK—South Wales 2022
Introduction
This year I went to South Wales with the family to properly compete in the JK.
The JK is named after a famous orienteer, Jan Kjellstrom, and is an annual
event that attracts thousands of competitors from across Europe. I was very
nervous about competing on my own without shadowing at a big event.
Sprint
The first event was held in Swansea University. This day was hard because I
was racing my age level which was W12, whereas all the other days I was doing
W12B, which is a yellow rather than orange course. At the sprint I shared my
course with W60 and M70.
It was much harder than anyone was expecting. It wasn’t just a run about the
university buildings, I also had to find controls in the woods and a park. The
course took me 48 minutes. I would still be there now if I hadn’t had a bit of help
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from one of the W60 competitors. We started working together when I stopped
to help her as she was lost. She had her map up the wrong way!
The sprint was also the first time I tried using a thumb compass for the first time.
I’ve not used a compass much, but knew I had to use one to ensure my map
was pointing the right way as it’s easy to get confused in the buildings, which all
look the same.
The Middles
The second day was a middle distance race held at Clydach Terrace. We had to
take a coach from the car park, then a long walk to the start. As my parents had
very different start times we camped at the
start.
The middle day was much easier than the
sprint and I had a bit more fun running about.
Clydach Terrace is open moorland. It used to
be an old iron stone quarry so the terrain was
rough. The funny thing was, when I was
running to the finish the map flew out of my
hand so I carried on and finished without it. I
then had to go back to find my map
afterwards. I came 2nd overall.
The Longs

The long distance race was held in Pwll Du,
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an old mining area. The area was much more boggy and wet than day 2. My
race was 2.8km long with 12 controls. Between control number 7 and 8 I fell in a
bog up to my knees. Someone had trampled a path, which I followed. It was the
wrong path and it stopped suddenly. I had to wade through the bog to find the
proper path again.
On the run in my name was announced and everyone was told that I had taken
the lead and was 17 minutes ahead of the previous leader! I was very pleased.
The Relays
Unfortunately, there were not enough Saxons juniors to make a team. I became
chief cheerleader instead. It was really exciting cheering all of our teams in.
Conclusion
I really enjoyed my first JK. I learned a lot and am looking forward to competing
in more big events in the future.
Holly Howe

The JK Sprint—Singleton Park, Swansea, 15th April
It isn’t technically too difficult an area but there are three
distinct parts. 1) The University campus buildings, like most
universities a collection of buildings from 1970s to 2020s.
Lots of corners, pathways, canopies etc. with hard standing
and lawns 2) An area of formal gardens from the days when
it was a private residence but the gardens are hedged about
and walled from the big house and 3) An area of parkland
with big individual trees.
I had been here before so was aware of the main snag –
getting into the formal garden part by one of the permitted
gaps in the hedges, and there are a fair number of small
paths once in there to confuse the runner as well. The start
was a statue than had been used as the first control last time
round so knowing it I was away. Couple of route choices
were a bit debatable but no mistakes but careful in the formal
gardens bit because of past experiences so lost some time
there.
I was surprised to hear myself announced as second when I
finished but looking at the results later I saw that there was
no way I could have beaten the first guy and more
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importantly there were only 6 competitors in my age group. It is certainly easier
to get a medal as you get older!!
Jeremy Oldershaw

Christmas Wanderings
The days between Christmas and New Year always seem rather dull and empty
to me, and 2021 was no exception. After LOK and HH’s annual Boxing Day
Score event at Trent Park, and SO’s Christmas Score at Rewell Wood the day
after, there were no local O-events
whatsoever for a full 5 days and
Saxon’s New Year’s Day Score
event! What’s an orienteering addict
to do?!
Step forward Quantock Orienteers
and their Christmas Novelty event
on 28th Dec—the only other event in
the south of England before New
Year. Well, it’s quite a drive from
Kent down to ‘Zummerzet’, but I was in need of a short break and it would be
good to go out of area for a few days.
It didn’t take long to source reasonably cheap accommodation on Airbnb, in a
lovely rural area near Yeovilton but only a few minutes drive off the A303. I
drove down from Arundel after the SO event, which broke up the journey from
Kent nicely. The downside was that it was still quite a long drive to the QO
event location the next morning, but the accommodation in that area was rather
more expensive than my static caravan (believe it or not!) near Norton-subHamdon.
QO are a small, friendly club based near
Taunton. Their Christmas Novelty event
took place at the National Trust’s Fyne
Court estate deep into the Quantock
Hills—a lovely and very interesting
location. Home to the Crosse family for
over 300 years, in the first half of the 19th
century it was owned by Andrew Crosse,
one of the early British gentleman
amateur scientists and pioneers of
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electricity. Fascinated by the subject from the age of 12, once he inherited Fyne
Court in 1805 he began to conduct many experiments on electricity. At one
stage he set up over a mile of copper wiring around the grounds, connected to
measuring instruments inside the house. By 1836 he had built 2500 voltaic piles
(what we now call batteries), of which 1500 were in use. Crosse was regarded
controversially by the locals, who thought he was trying to stir up storms or even
create life itself. He died in 1855 and unfortunately most of his research was
burnt in the fire that destroyed the house in 1894. By a true irony of history, the
blaze was not started by, for example, faulty new-fangled electrical wiring, but by
a housemaid leaving an old-tech candle unattended. What remains today, in the
care of the National Trust, are some outbuildings, the gardens and the fields and
woods beyond. This then was the backdrop to QO’s Christmas Novelty event.
And what an enjoyable event it was—largely for the sheer bonkers complexity of
it. It was a map memory event, which meant you weren’t allowed to carry a map
around with you (except for Juniors).
Instead there were maps at the Start and
in two places on the far edges of the
event area. Closer controls carried 10
points, those further out 20 points, and
the furthest 30 points. You had to study
the map, decide which controls to visit
and head off, hoping desperately that you
remembered their locations accurately. If
you’ve got a memory anything like mine
these days, this is a serious challenge
just by itself. You were allowed to revisit the maps as often as you wanted—but
of course they weren’t that near any controls so you lost time by doing so.
Then add in some more curveballs: it’s a mass start score event, and you have
45 minutes, not 60. Plus, you’re in a team of three: a Junior, an Intermediate
and a Senior. Each team member had a different course: the Juniors only
visited the 10 point controls, the Intermediates the 10 and 20 point controls, and
the Seniors all the controls. Naturally there were penalties for finishing late, but
also bonuses for clearing all your controls and getting back early.
I have to say that with all this complexity I was glad to be the Intermediate on my
team! Thank you Steve Robertson (QO) for taking on the burden of being our
team Senior. Due to the overall numbers being one short, we didn’t have a
Junior on our team, meaning my and Steve’s results had to be manually
adjusted at the end (by adding the average age/sex corrected Junior score).
Even so, I’m clearly missing some information on the rules as I cannot make
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head or tail of how the final scores were worked
out. Steve and I came 6th out of 8 teams, by the
way.
Despite this West Country deviltry it was a most
enjoyable event in a lovely location, and I actually
did rather well—although this may have more to do
with it being a 1:5000 scale map and a relatively
small area, than my ability to remember anything
these days! I have to confess that the course
certainly did permit a fair amount of ‘random
control acquisition strategy’ (otherwise known as
headless chicken mode), at least until I’d run round
once and had an idea of the layout.
That said, the terrain was very varied—starting in a large open field, my route
took me down into a stream valley, back up to the outbuildings, the arboretum,
the walled garden and back onto open parkland via a former quarry. There were
plenty of clever locations to squirrel controls away into, and the Organiser, Tom
‘Santa’ Hasler had made excellent use of them. (As QO’s website boasts: ‘QO
specializes in small, challenging events…’)
Despite this I managed to clear all 21 of my controls and finish well within time,
at 41:26, thus earning a 40 point bonus (despite having needed to visit the maps
at least four times!) With this satisfactory result, I headed back to my
accommodation (once my car had been dug out of the parking field—another
story, sorry for spraying mud everywhere guys) and enjoyed the next two days
exploring the area around Norton-sub-Hamdon on foot. Both that and the
Quantocks come highly recommended for a visit, and if you’re down that way it’s
well worth trying to fit in a QO event while you’re there.
Unfortunately I don’t have a copy of the map to hand right now to show here, but
will try to include it in the next issue. It’s worth a look for anybody who’d like to
try running a map memory event themselves.
Thanks again to Tom and his colleagues at QO for an excellent event.
Graham Denney
QO Christmas Novelty results | National Trust Fyne Court map
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ANSWERS TO QUIZZES
Juniors:

Seniors:

Credits:

Cover photo: Vinehall Forest map 1971—Bill Griffiths.
Other photo credits: David Kingdon, Harry Keys, CompassSport Magazine, ebay, Bill Griffiths, Wikimedia
Commons/Rama, Jeremy Oldershaw, Doug Deeks, Mark Glaisher, Rob Lines, Clive Allen/BOF Archives,
Brendon Howe, Saucony, Sean Cronin, Holly Howe, Nick Betts, Tony Connellan, Graham Denney, The Saxons
Newsletter / saxnews / SaxAlert, contributors to Geograph.co.uk and other contributors as credited.
Thanks to contributors to this issue: Harry Keys, Robin & Beth Kendall, Beryl Pring, Brendon Howe, Graham
Denney, Bill Griffiths, Brian Lawrence, Jeremy Oldershaw, Ajd Skeed, Doug Deeks, Mark Glaisher, Nick
Barrable, previous contributors to SaxAlert, Sean Cronin, Nick Betts, Heather Brown, Nicky Bedford, Tom
Dobra, Holly Howe. Thanks also to Clive Allen for research in the BOF Archives and Rowan Purkis for access
to back issues of SaxAlert..
Apologies to anybody inadvertently missed off this list—let me know and I’ll credit you in the next issue—Ed.
Disclaimer: Please note that maps are used for events with the landowner’s agreement
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